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Nixon Clan
'Debates'
School Plan

Homeland
Presents Its
Mens' Day

news flashes

Around World
Cop Kills Black Teen Girl
OMAHA (UPI)—A teen-age Negro girl was shot and
killed by a police officer here Tuesday night.
The incident was followed by sporadic violence during the night in the city's predominantly Negro near
North Side.
The dead girl was Vivian Strong, 14, daughter of Mrs.
Casey Strong.
Police said two officers answered a reported break-in
call. One of the officers fired a shot and the girl was hit.

Homeland Church of God and
Christ presented its Annual
Men's Day Program last Sunday.

The theme for the program
was "A Man's World". Channel 13 News Reporter Edawrd
Harris was master of ceremonies.

Berry Quits Chicago UL

Under the sponsorship of the WASHINGTON — (UPI) —A debate would en&
Men of Homeland Church of debate within the Nixon ad- "We've still got some way to
God in Christ, Mr. Ernest ministration over a possible go," he said. "There is a lot of
generated. With the
Local residents who are among the almost
way, Disks Spearman, Carolyn Elise Her- Ford served as chairman of easing of school desegregation heat being
tough
500 receiving degrees from Tennessee A&I
ring, Violet Buffkins, Carolyn Campbell, the program with Mr Samuel guideline enforcement was re- discussions goin on, it's
is
the
battle
which
way
to
feel
be
creating
ported
to
difficulThe
co-chairman.
as
Tynes
State University in Nashville recently i n.
Dorothy Jean Taylor, Sarah L. Harbin,
program chairman was Mr. ties for federal field workers flowing."
chide: (left to right) first row: Rosie Holand Marva Beckwith. Third row: Charles
loway, Juanita Pilot, Loretta Henderson,
D. Nelsen, Robert J. Darnell, James D. Harry Winfield assisted by dealing with southern school Panetta said there was no
question that he and HEW
Dorothy J. Williams Jones, Ethel L. WilDeLoaek, Lawrence Gordon, Howard Bond, Mr. Tommy Sanders as pro- officials.
son, Dorothy Anita Scales, Rutin V. MorLeroy Taylor, Lester W. Fleming, a n d
gram co-chairman.
"I just talked to some of our secretary Robert H. Finch had
ris Williams, and Elna L. Todd. Second
Clarence E. Lee, all of Memphis. (Photo
The Elder F. D. Macklin is people who said there is some "stood strong with the guiderow: Claudean B. Cooper, Debris Holloby Joe Zinn)
the pastor.
concern about what is happen- lines." Asked if reports were
ing," Leon E. Panetta, civil true that his position on the
rights director in the Depart- guidelines was vetoed by Finch,
ment of Health, Education and Panetta replied: "No, I dont
GENEVA (UPI)—An.International Red Cross spokesWelfare, said in an interview. think so."
Sen. Jacob K. Javits. R-N.Y.,
man said Monday that relief food and medicine in Biafra
While Panetta said he had decried any plans to change
have been exhausted, leaving 3 million persons without
not heard of any instances of the guidelines as a serious step
enough home-grown food to avoid slow starvation.
local
school officials absolutely away from the commitments
Food and medicine supplies in Biafra began to be
refusing to negotiate with fede- imposed by civil rights legislaIt is very difficult to find a of American life. Such are the
was
airlift
relief
when
the
ago
weeks
strictly rationed two
ral desegregation teams, the tion enacted in the past 12
politician, i n tellectual, and grim facts amply documented
suspended following the shooting down of a Red Cross
implication was that confusion years.
civil rights leader, who can by the newly gathered statisaircraft.
over the fate of the guidelines
relate to both sides of the gene- tics.
"Certainly all incentive to
was generating some resistance comply will be
ration gap with truthfulness, One interesting aspect Miss
destroyed if
among southern officials who deadlines are
meaning and understanding. Chisholm brought out in her
adjusted or abolexpect
easier treatment from ished," he told the Senate
Shirley Chisholm, Democrat speech in reference to several
Washington.
and Congressional Representa- studies made in New York,
street
Chicago
a
for
CHICAGO (UPI)—An "enforcer"
Panetta said it was too early
tive, from New York City's 12th she stated, "The ,IQ's of Black
gang was sentenced to 19 to 20 years in prison Tuesday
District is just such a person, children from the worse slum
Oily Neal, supervisor of MAP-South's supplemental footito tell whether reports of an
for shooting a South Side youth in the back when the
in spite of being a black wom- area actually decline quite, program, complained that a monthly closedown for inventory!impending change in federal
Criminal Court Judge
boy refused to join his gang.
an.
susceptibly after they enter; ordered by the local Department of Agriculture office caused policies were actually slowing
school
On Saturday June 28, Miss school." She continued. "There's'
Frank J. Wilson ordered the sentence of, Harlon DeSav
over a hundred families a month to go without food. Mr. Neal ! south. desegregation in the
Chisholm spoke before a group hope for a job giving hope to the
ieu, 19, a member of the Disciples, to run consecutively
program to be closed from the
There have been persistent,
'of 300 at a Dinner of the Mem- hopeless by opening the door a l said it was customary for the
with a 15 to 20 year sentence the youth is serving now
month.
each
of
the
last
to
twenty-fifth
reports that the administration A Memphis
phis
Co-Ettes
honoring
six
gradescape—the disillusionment that!
also for attempted murder.
housewife''s inwas ready to announce elimi- terest in
uates from the Memphis area poverty breed lies upon chilthe young teen-age
High Schools. Not only did dren like a heavy fee.
"We've found we can inventory and double check in two nation or delay of the Septem- girls in her neighborhood has
Miss Chisholm relate to the She told an ingrated audi-, hours. If moie time is required our people will stay late. ber deadline for 800 school dis- led to her personal involvement
problems of today's youth in ence, "Freedom is a oneatedi We're supposedly closed to review records, prepare reports tricts to submit acceptable de- in a private project she launchsegrregation plans to HEW. ed on her own initiative,
her speech, she also related spirit that summons the e
,
nergyl
CHICAGO (UPI)—Leaders of the Progressive Labor
and
and inventory. I figure if we're closed four working days that Unless the present deadline is
during!
in
her
actions,.
when
of
all
men
to
the
task
of
'AMU&
have
which is attracting wider and
Society
Democratic
party faction of Students for a
days."
those
met by the time schools reopen wider community
the dance that followed, she the head of the community, the' means 135 families are not served on
interest.
promised to support black rebellions and vowed to make
in the fall, these districts are at
took
the
floor
and
did
what
one
kind
of
nations,
the
kind
of
campuses.
She
is
Mrs.
political battlefields of the nation's
Earline
Glover of
teen called an "out of sight world in which they want to live.
MAP-South is one of many agencies throughout the coun- a loss of all federal financial 2095 Farrington. Mrs
John Pennington, national secretary of the faction,
Glover
aid
under
the
1964
Shing-a-ling.
double
Civil Rights has undertaken
It is a dream of a world in try to participate in the Agricultural Department's Supplethe job of startpredicted black rebellions for the coming summer and
Act.
The speech was youth orien-' which all men, women and
ing a neighborhood project of
mental Food Program. In their setup, the food is prescribed The new
said his organization would lend militant support to them
plan as reported working
toted. Miss Chisholm attacked children are encouraged to
with the girls during
National
stopping
Hospital. The categories Wednesday
Jude's
St.
staff
of
medicine
by
the
like
He said this support might include
would merely re- e
I vocational training for black grow to their fullest: physicalout-of
-school
summer
disorders.
Partum
stop
to
Post
called
Prenatal
and
troops
Guard
quire school districts to file a
children when she stated, "If ly, mentally and spiritually so eligible for participation are:
months. She uses her home as
n
d
notice
months;
a
of
-12
their
real
moths
country
is
to
make
this
intent to abide headquarters for the
that they may fulfill the great mothers; Infants —3 months; 4
girls to
desegregation
progress toward the elimination promise of their entire poten- children 1 year to 5 years. The program is meant to supplement by
guidelines be trained in charm-school
and give them unlimited time
of poverty, unemployment, and tial. No more important taski diets and not take care of a family's total food needs.
techniques, in such areas as
to comply. One alternative said
racial equality it will have to can be performed than to seek'
make-up, poise, modelling, and
CHICAGO (UPI)—A Cook County Criminal Court
to be under discussion would other
be done through education, no full development of the talents
primary
memthe
three
personality development
is
against
this
where
charges
people
murder
with
working
dismissed
"We're
judge has
extend the September deadline projects.
other approach can begin to and gifts possessed by youth
Mr. Neal said. "This thing operates by one
though,"
food,
of
source
bers of the Conservative Vice Lords street gang accused
year.
solve the problems envolved." . . .so that they can and may
Recently the group of teenexclusively under the direction of the Department of Agriculof fatally shooting a 5-year-old boy as he watched telePresident Nixon has been agers guided
She also hinted a double stan- benefit through the future hope
is
idea
whole
The
farmer.
the
by Mrs- Glover
for
out
looking
they're
and
tural
vision with his family. Judge Daniel. J Ryan said the
under
dard in education when she and progress of mankind.
pressure, much of it presented a fashion
hungry people."
feed
not
surplus
farm
the
show for
relieve
verdict
to
guilty
for
a
sufficient
nor
clear
from southerners, to ease de- the
evidence was not
said, "What the black child
Alpha Chi Pi Sorority re"We never get an item until we run out. The record sysThe three youths were accused of killing Vincent Pullen
vocational
segregation
needs is not more
policies set by the gional convention
held last
tem should work to make the program efficient for hungry Johnson
as he sat in the living room of his West Side home
training which will doom him
administration. Present week in Memphis at the Sherapeople, instead it's organized to make sure all the food is acguidelines,
permanently to the bottom rung
o
established
one-half
in Jan- ton-Peabody Hotel. The Teencounted for. We're allowed a margin of error of
uary, 1968, called for all school casion. Those
of the economic ladder but ri
who
one per cent."Mr. Neal continued in further criticism of the
systems to desegregate by the agers were the hit moddelled
the same kind of education CI rngton
program.
of the ocfall
of
that
year
that the white child is getting,
or the fall of included Jacqueline Gary of
BOSTON (UPI) — Civil rights leader Whitney M
1969,
with some exceptions.
an education that teaches him
2126 Farrington, daughter of
"What can be done to improve the program?" we asked. Louisiana and
Young says any organized summer violence in the cities
how to learn, that gives an inAlabama
were
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gray ..a
every
days.
working
groups
five
white
or
radical
four
losing
"We've got to stop
would be more likely to come from
Mr. Neal said, un- identified as two states where junior at Riverview Junior High
whim,"
bureaucrat's
blacks.
than
some
Society
Democratic
satisfy
to
month
for
a
Students
like the
understanding that will enable State Representative James
School: Elsie Kinsey, 2610 Rile,
loading a case of powdered eggs from a truck. "And some of was making
but he did not rule out the possibility of spontaneous
trouble
him to meet new conditions as I. Taylor, district 5 flew to
for
daughter
being
of Mrs. Sadie Kinsey,
mother
federal
a
example
relaxed,
for
the restrictions should be
trouble in ghettos "Whites are much more sophisticated
they arrive. We are cognizant Nashville last Friday to at- allowed one can of peanut butter every two months. That's teams which offer to help local and Peggy Glover, daughter
Urban
the
of
in violence than blacks," Young, director
of the fact that too long the tend a subcommittee meeting ridiculous. Medical authorities have suggested changing the school districts comply with de- of Mrs. Glover, their councellor
League, told a news conference
children of America were not of the house education com- commodities to items which will better treat nutrition prob- segregation demands.
Questioned about the basis
being equipped either by ex- mittee. Before the meeting, lems, but the program is designed to relieve farm surplus. What Leroy V. Goodman, assistant,of her project, Mrs. Glover
perience or by education to es- Rep. Taylor had a private must be realized is that what we provide is not a supplement commissioner for information said she observed the attitudes
in the U.S. Office of Education and activities of
cape from their outcast con- meeting with Governor Buford but the main food semply for these families."
the teen-age
said the field team workers girls in her
normal
current
Ellington.
dition
into
the
community, and
CHICAGO (UPI)—Roy Harrison, a 16-year-old youth
"say they are finding them- saw their need
for some form
who was shot when he tried to break into a far South
selves in a ridiculous situation of constructive
activity, which
died
bomb,
fire
by
a
started
fire
out
a
put
to
Site home
when school people tell them would give them
something
Sunday Authorities said Harrison, who lived only a few
there's going to be a chance meaningful to do,
and curb
houses away, saw an unidentified youth hurl the fire
and they don't know about any the development
of possible
bomb into the living room of George Thompson Sr 's
change.anti-social outlooks.
The federal workers "find Her
home Thompson, whose son, George Jr., was injured
neighborhood
project,
the fire, shot Harrison because he thought the youth
themselves completely "bewil- has attracted the attention
of
caused
which
the
bomb
thrown
had
who
dered,- Goodman said. "It's!other parents and now
gliru the person
By GENE BERNHARDT
other
ratensive damage to the Thompson home
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — just a ridiculous situation. They'teen-age girls not of the imliberals won a want some official word."
Democratic
mediate vicinity are interested
month-long battle Tuesday and Panetta, a liberal who wants in becoming members of Mrs.
blocked action on a bill to curb the present guidelines left un- Glovers organization. She says
federal aid to colleges where changed, said that "I'm sell they are welcome and may
rioting occurs. But they were working and fighting" but that contact her at her Farrington
told their victory may return it was not clear which way the Street address.
to haunt them.
The sharply divided House
education committee voted 1817 to return the legislation to a
subcommittee for further study,
A.'
D.
project.
effect killing it.
the
in
July 2nd marked another rector of
of the measure conofBackers
to
plan
"We
stated,
Varrett
I
the
of
milestone in the history
without the bill,
that
in
course
tended
-installment
4
black men in Memphis and fer a
was likelegislation
every
repressive
to
America—the grand opening of black history. Free
in the
introduced
be
to
course.
2)
ly
of
desirous
person
the "National Afro-American"
legSuch
pass.
to
American
and
House
Library at 236 Danny Thomas Millions of white
attached to
be
could
with
islation
identity
find
now
can
marked
Boulevard. The event
another bill as an amendment.'
Millions of
the most historic events in the authenticity, 3)
Rep. Edith Green. D-Ore-,
betnow
can
Americans
white
during
people
affairs of black
author of the bill killprincipal
fellow-black
his
appreciate
the past century. This library ter
the committee vote, calltheir
by
at
ed
having
by
American
in
time
first
the
will mark
ed it "moderate legislation that
American history, that there immediate disposal, records of
contribuat least will help repel represwill be national depository for the experiences and
and punitive legislation."
sive
BOth
people.
black
of
tions
and
records documents, books
for his fellow ReSpeaking
been
have
whites
and
other material relating to the blacks
publicans, Rep. William H.
contributions and experiences denied his cultural advantage
in our public and private eduThe lieutenant, , araduate of Manassas , Ayres of Ohio told the DemoWITH U.S. COMBAT AIR FORCES, Vietof black people.
not responsible
The library is open to the cational institutions.
nam — U.S. Air Force First Lieutenant Terrell High School, received his B.g. degree in igecrats: "We're
will
what
for
happen on
now
I
for
the
of
directors
was
Board
reState
he
e-L-for
Memphis
public—f
r
e
where
Edwards Jr., son of Mrs. Clara Edwards, 1063 from
Univysity,
general
search and reference and is organization are Hon. Hobson N. Dunlap, Memphis has received the Air Medal rommissionea through the Air Force Reserve the floor."
Officers Training Corps program. He is a The measure that was killed
non-profit organization sustain Reynolds, c h airman; Hon for air action in Vietnam.
would have required college* JONES JULY 1 TRISTATE SUMMER CONTEST
Robert Clark, treasurer; Mrs.
I ieutenant Edwards, a pilot at Phu Cat member of Phi Beta Sigma,
ed by your support.
SUMMER CORITILIT — One a( the early leader., in
Long; secretary; James Air B.,se. was cited for his outstanding airmanThe institution has 3 pur V
His wile. Mary. is the daughter of Mr. and to report to the government
the hi-State Debadier Summer Cosiest is Eria Tionstal,
poses, 11 to bring an end to ' Hulbult (of Memphis); Mr. J. ship and courage on successful and important Mrs. Eldridge Whitson, 2224 Marble Ave , that they had adopted rules
lc of 224 Liodos„ltrie was a winner ia a previaas Tri
for handling student disorders
campus disorders relating to T. Jehnson and Baron H. missions under hazardous conditions. He is in Memphis.
as a condition of receivihg fed. State Detewen, edisge.
a unit of the Pacific Air Forces.
black studies set, said the Di- M artist

CHICAGO—Edwin C. (Bill) Berry, longtime executive director of the Urban League of Chicago, resigned
from his post last week giving as a reason his health
Berry, 59, had been with the League for 32 years.- He
began in Pittsburgh and later worked with the agency in
Portland, Oregon. Considered an astute executive, Berry
repertedly turned down the national executive post upon
the retirement of Lester Granger because he wanted to
remain at his post in Chicago.

Biafra Food, Supplies Gone

20 Years In Chicago Slaying

First Black Congresswoman
Speaks To Co-Ette Grads

Program Shutdown
Deprives Families
Of Deedy Food

Concerned Housewife
Launches Teen Club

SDS Rebels to Join Blacks

Three Freed In Slaying

Whitney Says Whites Violent

ay or
Held
closed Meeting

Youth Dies, 'Wrong' Victim

Liberal Dems
Block Campus
Riot Curbs

Afro-American
Library Opens
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DEFENDER

'"He has a deep concern • for let him play every day even if They don't really understand. Jensen, the Giant's pitching
others," says Clyde King, in he could. Every town we go in- Willie was a great Ix. rilayer. coach, who heard what King
his first season as manager to people ask 'Is Willie gonna I know: I pitched against him.I had said.
of the Giants. "He's genuinely play today?" Sometimes I For 38 he's still great not manyl "That's
absolutely right,"
interested
in other people, have to tell them he needs a his age can still perform on King commented. "Willie is
and I think that is what has day's rest but they always the field."
one of a kind. They don't
struck me most about him come back with 'Why does it "Not many his age are still make the likes of him in bunchsince I've taken this job. He have to be in our town?" on the field," put in Larry es."
lives and dies with the other
players on the club daily. I
think he takes their bad days
much worse
. than his own.
That Willie Mays' magic nev-:directly to his face, of Iturse noody draws the people like upon honey the moment be When one of•our players has a
er wears off.
:- and some who claim- Di. Willie. Not even red-hot Reggie bent over the rail to say he/10 bad day, he worries for him.
Okay, so he's 38, which is kids of this generation are out Jackson, who got a wire from to the entertainer Two cops Too much sometimes. I'm not
old as ballplayers go. He's, looking for other younger he- the President. Mays demon- had their hands full trying to sure that's so good for him."
sensitive enough about it some-'roes with whom to identify.
King says it's no trouble at
strates that fact every day.
keep the kids back.
times that be shrugs and says,: All this may be true except Willie merely sought to greet Mays loves kids. He
worries all managing Mays.
"Who knows, this could be my,for one thing. Somebody for- an old friend, singer Pearl about them.
too. He sees the "It hasn't b.;ten difficult. Not
last year?" But whether it is got to tell that fellow with the Bailey, in her field box seat at way some of them
are behav- at all. He hurt his back swingTENNESSEE PIT BAR8-0
or not, he still packs more per- skintight baseball pants who, Shea Stadium recently and ing around the
country today ing against ..(Bob) Gibson and l
sonal appeal than any performer plays centerfied for the San that simple act nearly set off and it distresses
him.
he was out for a while with a;
in the game today.
Francisco Giants.
a stampede among a mob of "Pretty bad some of them, cold but you have to expect'
There are some who say There are younger and better youngsters who descended
up- aren't they?" A newsman said things like that at 38. The fans
Willie Mays has had it - never players in baseball today but on Mays like a swarm of bees to him.
expect him to play every day
"You're a writer, you can If he played until he was 45,
say that. I can't," Willie said.. they'd still expect it. I wouldn't
"All I say is I wonder how
some of them ever are gonna
get a college education. I know
one thing: my son is gonna
•
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"No kidding?" inquired one
I
21" weekend
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of the young outfielders.
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"No kidding," Willie conI
I
24" pullman
firmed. "I don't kid about
12.70
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things like that."
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He gave away all the watch14.20
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Lines
2
weeks
Reg. 21.95
es but that wasn't anything
29" pullman
new with him. He has always
16.45
$1.00
given away things. When he Only
Reg. 29.95
was in the Army he'd always
dress bag ... .. 22.45
Call now
give the keys to his automobile to other soldiers who didn't
Jackson. 6-8397
America's greatest. luggage
have a car. And anytime Willie Cash-in on anything you
value! The chance of a life•
does things like that he makes
time to travel in style at
have
for
sole
sure no one from the media is
very little cost.. Blue or
around to see or report it.
green -washable

38 Year Old Willie Mays Still
Baseball's No. 1 Drawing Card
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vinyl. Luggage-Downtown
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The people who know Seagram's
7 Crown think their whiskey is quite
different from the rest.
Smoother. Lighter. Better to serve
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Their findings have made
7 Crown the best-liked brand of
whiskey in the whole world.
That's got to be superior.

Say Seagram's and
Be Sure.
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kosompstillers Company,New York City,fileofird whiskey • 56 Proof • 657. Grote Neutral Spirits.
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FREE

with the purchase of a Console

Stereo, One 12" T.V. come and compare our
prices with others. See Fred Sengstocke and
bring this Ad in for a free 12" T.V. with your
purchase of a Console Stereo. Only 4 left.

DEBRA'S ELECTRONICS
3233 Winchester R.D.
About a mile pass the Air Port

downtown • union ave.
southiand mall

CSS
fashion specialists in sizes
/8 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2

which way
Fall?
16.00
specially sized
161/2 to 26Y2

this way! . . . a Dacrun
polyester and cotton dark
plaid that takes you smooth•ly through th• season
change . . . this larg• pocketed lor•ly wears equally
well with or without its self.
ti• belt . . . completely
washable of course . ..
choose blue or green plaid.

MAIL ORDERS:add 75o
postage plus 41
/
296 tax for
Tennessee delivery.

•

J STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •

64 SO. MAIN

• 327-6436

UNION AVE.

1992 UNION

• 274-2068

•

WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 398-0064

MINISTERS

SH

John Carter Williams

The Club Set

The Store thet Ceres—about you!

Claims Bride In D. a

THE OAC CLUB is welcoming new members. Last week
they met at the home of Mrs. Paralee Huchabee, 942
Randle St. Mrs. Mary Hicks was the winner of the guest
Miss Bernice Miriam Jef-1 The bride spent a year and
box. The club members are talking about the trip they
feries exchanged vows with! a half in Guatemala as an
will take on August 2nd. The club hopes to get as many
John Carter Williams, Jr., in' arts and crafts teacher with
people as possible to go on the trip. Those interested
in going on the trip should get in touch with Mrs. Mimic 1 a nuptial mass celebrated by Cantas Institute and is presentFather Phillip, Father Bernie ly employed as a teller for the
Lee Allen at 527-0083 or Mrs. Mary B. Reevees at 272-3369
The next meeting will be at the home of Mrs. Mattie ! and Father Schroeder in the National Bank of Washington,
Johnson of 1916 Netherwood St., on July 14, 1969.
Church of the Incarnation in D. C.
Ihrashington, D. C., on Sunday,
Mr. Williams attended St.
•
•
June 14.
Joseph Epiphany Apostolic ColTHE 31-4 CIVIC CLUB gave a raffle and lawn party, June
The bride is the daughter of loge in Newburgh, N. Y. and
27 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Brown, 825 Edmondson.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett L. Jef- Washington, D. C. He is now
The entertainment started at 8 p.m. The organization had
fun in the cool of the evening and many interesting acti- feries of Washington, D. C.
assistant Supervisor of 0.J.C.
vities.
His parents are Mrs. Moseale in Washington. D. C., where
•
L. Williams and John C. Wil- the couple will make their
hams, Sr., of Memphis.
home.
THE LONGVIEW HEIGHTS CIVIC CLUB had a Tea and
Fashion Show at the Calvary Methodist Longview Heights
Church 2641 S.o. Lauderdale Street, Sunday, June 22, 1969.
It was quite a success and they offered thanks to
Rev. R. A. Riven and his congregation for the use of the
Church and his congregation. The guest model was councilMouth-to-mouth
breathing—I Annette Francis Benjamin of
man Rev. James Netters modeling clothes from Ellis Rivdo you know how to do it? Do New York City, answers the
finished
ers Tailors on Union. . .after Rev. Netters was
you know when to do it — in questions asked and a multihe then introduced Ellis Rivers, a prosperous young busi- case of choking, for example?
tude of others.
ness man. . .In addition to the Rev. Netter, there were ' What of
dizziness, vertigo, Written for laymen (mothers
many other professional models. They were Models from the
fainting, stroke? These all are and housewives, really), the
Doll House Inc. This portion of the show was narrated
coditions which occur when no Benjamin book tells what to do
by Mrs. Harris. Others particinating among the adult
doctor is at hand. What can until the doctor arrives. Its
group were Mrs. Juanita M. Harris, Mrs. Beulah
one do?
bieadth is sufficient to cover
Isabel, Sirs. Vsonne H. Moore, Mrs.Lucille Whitney, MR.
A new book. "In Case of emergencies from appendicitis
Gene Holloway, Mrs. Vivian Myers, Mrs. Thelma Roddie,
Emergency," by a physician to hernias to threatened suiMiss Alice Fay Harman, Mrs. Annie Parks, and some
and his writer wife, Bry and cide.
young ladies that were Debutants for this year. (See additional picture on page 9)
• •
•
THE BUSINESS MEN AND WOMEN'S FRIENDLY CLUB
met recently at the hcme of Mrs. Emma Echols on Mt.
Olive Street. Meeting opened with Vice President Rally
presiding. Devotion was given by Vice President Gales.
President Brooks was attending the National meeting of the
Federation of Women's Clubs in Jackson Tennessee. During the Business session the Club completed plans for a
tour to Hot Springs Arkansas. A delicious repass was served by the hotess. Mrs. Cornelia Brooks is president and
Thelma Bailey is reporter.
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Fabulous buys! See cutout, closed styles
for dress or casual wear. New shapes,
toes and heels. Most sizes and colors.
Flurry for best selections!

Otis

ENJOY FREE

wog immumir raft

I/
if

Sultana
Light Chunk Meat

4%4
s
‘

TUNA
4

•

Side
A delicious, frozen
for
treat is yours just
big
coming in to see theside
Gibsicle ... Gibson
by side refrigerator.
REGISTER FOR
FREE BICYCLE
beautiful,
wrapper to register for
Gibsicle
special
your
Use
bicycle.
full sized, boys or girls
STORE
FROM THIS4Iw/efeetl
GUARANTEED
tom
Entlio004,
WINNER
CompenY,
perfetsslott 04(5) Joe Lowe

UMTIED

sehth
The term "SICLE" *Sad

S'i oz cans 1600

Lt
b.39
4w%
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BAR-B-Q SAUCE

Sultana

MAYONNAISE
Qt. 39$

PER WEEKI

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

24,000 B.T.U.'s

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

GIBSON 17th FROST
CLEAR REFRIGERATOR
ONLY $2.00 PER WEEK

"GIBSON with AIR SWEEP"
COMO IN
FORA
FREE GIFT

ROPER OUTDOOR
GAS GRILL
ONLY 12.00 PER WEEK

Priddy & Burgess Appliance Co.
1883 LAMAR

oe/
(
1

.
00
101"0

411%*

$300

MODEL G 724-25

/

BOLOGNA
Piece Cut

494

WHOLE HOUSE
FOR

Licensed

525-6506 and 362-1003

ET
0!N To

\

3"B.91.29

CONTRACTORS

Bonded

N

Red Ripe

To
Jumbo Size

Free Estimates and Financing Available

905
Estival

/‘

144

Custom Built Churches

WILL

/

2Lbs. For 49t

URT

1a:tilt/14 Size

234

Colorful Sweet Fresh

Before Doctor Makes Scene

THE HAIWATHA ART AND SOCIAL CLUB held their last
session for the season at Lelia Walker Club House with
Mrs. Dorris Sodden and Mrs. Addle Owen as Hostesses.
There were reports from the State Federation Convention
made by Mrs. 'Lana Ward, Mrs. Mauddem Seward and
Mrs. Ernestine Martin. New officers were elected for the
1969-71 sessions. Mrs. Grace Tardy Was elected president,
members present. Mrs. Jessie Lockhart, Mrs. Lucy Flowkea
Mrs. Thelma Hooks, Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson, Mrs. Lucille Wilson, Mrs. Amanda Smith, Mrs. Winnie Hill and
Mrs. B. C. Leonoie, reporter.
• • •
THE WOMEN'S EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION will observe Friends Day
Thursday morning July 10. 1969 al 11 o'clock at Lake
Grove No. 2 Baptist Church 1724 Marjorie. The theme of the
their Friends Day will be "Facing the Future with Christ"
the Public is invited. Rev. Paul Richmond Jr.. will be
guest pastor. Rev. Calvin Mims will be Moderator; Sister
Dorothy M. Brown is President of the organization a n d
Mrs. F. Bynum is Reporter.
•
• •
THE WEST TENNESSEE CHURCHES OF GOD IN
CHRIST, YOUTH DEPT. held its state Oratorical Contest.
Observers describe it as an "occasion of great excitement,
pride and benefit for the anxious youths who participate
and admiring audience which looks son." This year's contest was held on June 9 at the Temple Church of God in
Christ on Lauderdale, pastored by Elder J.E. Brooker.
The contest was superbly planned by the contest chairman,
Elder Samuel Smith. The judges were all Memphis City
School teachers and were as follows, Miss Betty J. Hones.
chairman: Miss Peggy Harris and Mrs. Rose Wilson. Coin petition was extremely keen and the participants and audience alike sat uneasily while the panel of judges closely
prformd the difficult task of choosing winners. The 1st
place winner. Miss Anisette Davis, was crowned Miss
West Tennessee by the last year's queen, Miss Sharon
Whitmore. Miss Davis will represent West Tenn. in the
International Youth Congress Oratorical Contest in Milwaukee. The 2nd place winner was Miss Marice Tate who received $15.00 all other were as follows: 3rd place. Miss
Dorothy Hoofe; 4th place, Miss Sylvia Jackson and St h
place, Miss Marilyn Cage. The Junior Contest Winners were
Miss Rebecca Fryson and was uncontested and also received a cash token.
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MEMPHIS

PHONE 275-1101
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423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South.
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplcr Ave.
3473 Somme, Ave.
4780 Summer Ave.
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How To Have More Fun In Bed

Two Memphians

Memphis Tutor Gains
National Recognition

NEW YORK - Want to stop of Dacron and cotton. They yourself to one of two color can be mounted over an space of most bathrooms, cargetting up on the wrong side of come in every size from twin brrowed from the fabric prints existing sink, neatly organizing peting costs little, and indoorthe bed? Try waking up to to king, as befits a jungle with If your patterned fabrics ae bath supplies,
outdoor types add down-to-earth
start the TennesA well-known Memphis school this time to
Two Memphians were among
a more beautiful bedroom! all the comforts of home. The mostly neutral grays, browns
practicality.
the Social Stufor
Johnson,
Council
Bernard
see
0.
If
you
teacher,
have
an
adjoining
bedfourteen persons named today
Bright new ways with color matching towels make it easy and blacks, create drama by room
and bath, create a feeling For wall-to-wall glamour at a (June 24) as recipients of fel- has been invited to accept dies as a unit of the TEA.
to
unify
using
a
single
vivid
color
for
bedroom
and
bath
with
and pattern can banish ho-hum
of spaciousness by letting the price, cover faded tiles with lowships in public broadcasting membership in a council of the
decor, at a price that won't a single, eye-catching motif. counterpoint.
same colors and patterns flow self-sticking vinyl tiles in mo- awarded by the Corporation for National Association of Class- He is a member of the Alpha
photograph With a little imagination and
give you insomnia. Add a few The
bedroom
from room to room. Mix solid- saic or marble designs. And Public Broadcasting.
room Teachers.
Phi Alpha fraternity. He holds
imaginative accessories, sub- shows how effectively one key some do-it-yourself know-how, color
and
printed
towels
for
a
somewhere
on
those
four
walls,
Miss Rosanna Joy Quinn, a The president elect of the a B. S. degree from A&I State
tract clutter with some penny- pattern can set a mood and you can use your printed fab- bracing effect-and why settle
about a shelf of colorful teacher for the Title III Music classroom teachers group, Mrs. University, and has done posthow
state
a
rics
in
wise storage ideas, and you'll
theme. The call of the
unexpected ways to
for a little old bath mat when plants? Use real or fake ones; Project for the Memphis area
see a truly refreshing change wild is echoed in the whimsic- create the coveted "designer you can underline your
I. Buford of Plainview, graduate work at Fisk Univer•
color live plants thrive in the hu- and A. Price Broughton pro- Betty
extended the invitation
without a major redecorating al elephant-stand, the ceramic look" from whole cloth.
Texas,
scheme with carpet? When midity of the bathroom.
tiger, the shadow - box of Afri- You might liminate fabric
ducer-director for WKNO-TV to Mr. Johnson to serve on sity.
job.
you consider the limited floor
were named CPB Fellows by the national Advisory Council
A PATTERN OF SUCCESS can figurines, and even in the to a window shade-a pretty
bamboo-turned
John W. Macy, Jr., President for the 1968-70 scholastic year
furniture.
An
idea that's also a highly practiWhy not start as professional
of the CPB.
Mr. Johnson has accepted, and
decorators often do-with pat- Oriental-style chest fits right cal sun-screening device. Printinto the scheme of things, as ed sheets can be transformed
The fourteen were chosen is expected to attend his first
tern as your catalyst?
Printed fabrics, in heady well as furnishing the prac- into dust rufles, curtains, tafrom a field of 82 candidates meeting with the national group
doses, offer quick cure for ticality of extra storage space. ble covers. And how about a
submitted by 78 public televi- at the National Education Asmany decorative ills. They can There are wilder ways with stunning mock-canopy? Simply
sociation convention in Philasion and radio stations.
pep up a weary color scheme, patterns, if you're game. In- sew a pair of seets together,
Miss Quinn, 3297 Alta Road, delphia this week.
or suggest an exciting new one. stead of confining yourself to then drape them from two
is a graduate of Howard Uni- Mr. Johnson, a member of Delivery of the 1969 Memphis
They can create a center of one print, you can juggle poles extended from the wall.
versity and bolds a master's the Porter Junior High faculty., area telephone directories beinterest for the room that lacks four, five or more! Diverse You can even make yourself
degree in education from Mem- is particularly active in the
gan July 2 and will be completa focal point. . .or provide patterns can live and work to- part of the decor! Caftans, NEW YORK - Specifications
who headed an array of lead- phis State University. She will affairs of the Memphis Educa- ed about July 10.
the kind of background that gether if a common color or hostess pajamas, even bikinis of the Schenley market
i n g ing executives who addressed work with WKNO-TV training tional Association, Johnson with
makes ordinary furniture look motif unitse them. The -Native can be fashioned from sheets structure were
graphically
de- the Conference, said "It is not in television production techni- whom he has served several The front cover is a night
richer. Use cleverly, fabric pat- Toile" fauna would look right at or terry towels.
scribed at a three-day sales my intention to let Schenley ques and utilizing her music years as an Executive Com- scene of the Memphis skyline
terns can even cover up for home with flora that also sug- Put style in your storage fa- conference in New York
when stay in the No. 4 spot for long," knowledge in the development mittee Member.
in color, while the back cover
achitectural mistakes!
gested a jungle. A good choice cilities by using your pet fab- the big distiller's "new look"
he summarized tersely, adding of a music series,
active
with
the
is
also
He
has been designed especially
Putting your ideas into print would be a bald leaf or flower ric to line closet shelves or was viewed in national per- that "we're a new company
State, and regional education for customer use .It features
Mr,
his
Broughton
will
spend
pattern
feat
uring
greens,
cover a nondescript chest of spective. Unremitting imaga- now and management will
Is easy, thanks to the rich
associations. He is chairman a list of numbers called often,
variety of fabrics on the mar- browns and yellows to comple- drawers with glory. To shelve native sales promotion was more than meet the sales force year working with the Southern of the state Social Studies di- such as Time-of-Day, Weather
Educational Net wor k, headket. Are you turned on by meut the decor of your animal the maximum of unsightly clut- called its cornerstone.
half-way."
quartered at Columbia, S. C. vision of Tennessee teachers, Bureau, etc with plenty of
ter, make your own storage
plaids or paisleys? Do you re- kingdom.
and is a member of the Nation- room left for subscribers to add
spond to Roman stripes or Choose patterns that play door! Almost any sturdy bed- "We're 'pre-s ellin g' our Speaking in a similar vein, His primary responsibility will al
Howard
Social Studies Council, as their own frequently called
Feldman,
executive
be in administering the produccabbage roses? Would you pre- down any architectural flaws room or closet door can be fit- brands for the distributors,"
well
vice
as the Greater Memphis numbers. To call attention to
president-sales
and
marktion
of
Theodore
D.
Veru,
INTERCONNECT,
t
h
e
executive
fer something more exotic, like you are stuck with. Give a low- ted with racks, shelves-even a
the personal number list on the
Council
eting,
called
for Social Studies.
Schenley
"a
new
Southern network's public afvice president and general
a jungle fantasy print that lets ceilinged room height with a folding desk top.
back the new phone books
Mr.
Johnson
started
the
company
with
old,
established
fairs series which joins several
accounts
you count lions, tigcrs and vertical stripe o n draperies. MORE BEAUTY FOR BATH- manager, national
will be delivered with the
Memphis
for
the
brands."
He
City
Council
continued,
signidivision,
Schenley
Affiliated
Southern
sheep?
The
wall
stations
in
a
mult
should blend, not congiraffes instead of
ROOMS
cover facing up.
back
working
at
ficantly,
Social
that
Studies
and
is
"we're
spending
The designs of your wildest trast, with the dominant drap- More color and less clutter Brands Corp.. said in the key- millions of dollars more for origination series exploring
note
speech
to
the
assembled
ery
color.
Oddly-shaped
mutual
issues
bedand
concerns.
A
dreams have probably been
is a good prescription for your
brandadvertising than we ever native of New
Madrid, Missouri,
into
translated
bedspreads, room? Distract the eye with a bathroom, too. Use ingenuity sales executives.
spent before."
draperies, sheets and towels, profusion of small-scale pat- to create storage where none Motion pictures in color and A reorganization of the com- Mr. Broughton has been
many of them coordinated for terns. Avoid clear lines which existed before. Not enough sound, slides of typical brand pany's distribution centers was at WKNO-TV since 1961. He is
your decorating convenience. play up shape and big patterns towel racks? Try a tree pole, promotions in Schenley's cur- outlined by Adolph Slone, vice- a graduate of San Francisco
The "Native Toile" animal with well-defined "repeats." or a hatrack! Limited wall rent $25 million advertising president-manufacturing. "We State College where he also
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
print, for example, has been The more pattern you have in space for shelves? Build up- campaign, displays of exciting are in a new ball game now taught courses in radio-televiPlace Your Order Now
captured by Martex on sheets a room, the simple should be wards! Extension poles with at- new point-of-sale material, and and no past practice is
sion.
He
was
Army
broadan
inviothat are civilized, no-iron blend your color schemes. Confine tachable shelves and cabinets other expositions bore him out. late", he
For Individuals And Groups
said. "Shipping out caster during his military
President Bernard Goldberg the cases is our first objec- career.
CALL, WRITE or W1RE
.
These are the first fellowships
of Schenley Industries, Inc., tive."
awarded by the Corporation
CUSTOM
TAILORS •
for Public Broadcasting, which
11
s
was established by Congress un..
der the Public Broadcasting Act
INC.
of 1967. It is an independent,
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7.9320
non-profit corporation created
SNIAMY
to help develop public radio
Memphis, Teteastae
and television broadcast°WW1 Grammy Makes Whet Yes Ask Fa And
ing through program and staCmotar What You Think Of'
tion
support and establishment
The Nationall ciety's National Board of DiNEW YORK
Multiple Sclerosis Society set' rectors in the past year. These of interconnection systems.
records for funds raised and projects, awarded to 68 scienfor allocations supporting re- tists in the United States and
search fellowships, it was an- five other countries, raised the
nounced in the health agency's Society's research and research
fellowship grants to $10,938,000
1968 Annual ReportPublic response to the So- of which $8,976,000 was exciety's Hope Chest appeal for pended through 1968.
funds with which to combat William C. Breed, Jr., chair"the great crippler of young man of the National Board of
adults" totalled $6,551,220 in Directors, and Nathan Mobley,
1968. It is the highest in its former president, citing the
- OW'fItttbirthda',"1-*
history and represents a 10.8 Society's "significant growth,"
'
per cent increase over 1967. reported that the agency will
SouthCtetatr4li3 weato wolf_
Approval of $1,676,026 in re- seek to "raise and fund" a
just oneyearago.
search and research fellowship minimum of $10.000,000 for re- Young,enthusiastic
grants, was voted by the So- search in the next five years.
Eager to please.
- Determined to give you
•-a

Get Fellowships

New Phone Books

Schenley Pre-Selling

Out This Week

Brands, Aides Told

Academic Gowns
I Choir Robes, Pulpit,
and Accessories

I

NMS Set Record In Fund
Raising; Plans Research
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Beautiful
Aqua- Marie.
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GLASSWARE

Start Today To Ned
A Complete Set
of This lowly
Glassware... See The
Big Display AT
Your Big Star Store

the best telephone service
and personal attention
anyone has ever received

•

•
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Today,thejob is even bigger.
So is our determination.

South Central Bell

Indoors or
Outdoors

-4-
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BUYS AREA WAYS AT HYMAN!

ALL LOCATIONS
Ca moor Windows
Spray Paint
39c
214 RL Coder & Fr
4c lit ft.
Rodwood Stain, Rog. $3.90
52.98 Gal.
Golvanizod Corrugated Motel Roofing ..19.95
/
1 4" Gactric Drill. Rog. $14.98
$8.95
Fnish Sanders. Rog. $14.98
$11.95
Saber Saw. Reg. $19.95 .
$12.95
71/4 Hoavy Duty Power Saw, Reg. $37.50 $23.95
4" Bs* Sander, Reg. $40.95
$34.95
Heovy Etyfy Power Planer, Rog. $34.50 $21.95
Pegboard Kit 214 pogbosed with C101
Paha* Kit
$1.41
htskla Latex Paint
Whit* end Colors 3800 1;na .•.$1.89 Gel.
=MPH= STORM ONLY
Dealers Invited
Plywood 4 carloads
14 44 #1 fir
"MI #I Sr
"44 #1 Fr
.$4.39
"44 #1 Fir
$5.50
14" 44 partid• board
$2.59
Profinishod t.uon Paneling, 3000 piens $2.59
217.24 Plywood
.49
4.18-V Asphalt Shooting
119.
114 Aehito pine stripping
450.. ft.
215 Id., #11 15 yr bonded .
'Reefing Shingle.
$5.85 pit sq.
Foldrag• Stairs
$13.98
IBOLLYWOOD ITISIT ONLY,
Stryo4oire--4"4"4'
995 le%
Stryrotoans.-36"y46"x%"
fge es,

HYMAN

1129 FLORIDA
948.465.5

Styrofoam 44"x96"x1 /
1 4"
B4.115
Ideal for Bulletin Boards, Camper Insulation,
Padding, Carhop Profec+ors, Floral Decorations.
Pink Cut Stone-Ideal for Patios, gard•res
Rag. 39c sq. ft.
10c sq. ft.
2000 Bd. measure,--116--4, #3 MC...$59M
14 Utility Ceder Fencing
4c II
4x4 Cclear fencing
15e Ilk ft.
2x10-8', 10', 12' and 18' Fir
UNA
14 WP Docking
$110M
IA,'IA, 1x8, Economy Coder
159M
24, 12' & 14' Thrifty Rir, Rod End
BON
24 Cedar
$39M
FOINIRICST CITY ONLY
3000 kin. ft. misc. metal & wood mouldings
Rog. 24c lin. ft.
3c Kn. ft.
50 piocos-44-1/2" Asphalt ShootingSlightly damaged
99c ea.
5-Doors, 2/016/8-1V Gum and Birch $4.99
2x4-Precut Studs-Yellow End
29* es.
Insulated Siding
$14.95
I x6-# 105 YP Siding
$$9M
YLORMA STREIT ONLY
2000'-1x6, # 3 YP CM, RL
1189M
2-24" Rang* Hoods
99. es.
1 -Avocado 30" Rango Hoods
with fon and 1 k$
$9.95
2-666/8--4,4otal Whit. &fold Doer
Sots Rog. $29.95
$9.9;
Insulatod Siding-Reg. $29.95 Sq. -114 95 Sq.
544 Sq. FL-444m Primed Siding ....$149 M
8' Aluminum Louvers--mg. $12.30-as b
24 Economy Codar--RL
$5it lw
24 Fir Rt.
$19 M

BUILDERS
SUPPLY, INC.

1000 N. HOLLYWOOD
327.4126

829 W. BROADWAY
FORREST CITY. ARK.
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25 OZ.

ICED
TEA
GLASS
?. z With

$5 Additional Purchase
And Coupon

And You Receive

or00

aUALITY

STAMPS
Pend* if

I

AlidAmerfects

Made in the

'Gift Stamp

U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens of

E
Si

THE NAT BURING PACKING CO.
Remember..
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MEETING IN MISS

Laud Black Groups For Makino Church Target Fiery Issues

Aired
During NAACP Confab

t

GREENCASTLE, Ind. — The "Black Power is: Black con- Miss Hoover said: "as Mis-and pew, about the scandal of
recent singling out of the sciousness, B 1 a ck
control, sionaries of the church fromAnierican racism; if you were
church as the target of black Black upward mobility, Black the far corners of the world,to assume your commission as
power groups gives some indi- unity, Black pride, Black self- can you truly say you've been missionaries to the heathen
cation of the true situation in determination. Black Power is unaware of America's racism? mind of American United MethAmerica in regard to black- not: Black revolt, integration Have not its tentacles spreadodists."
JACKSON, Miss — At a week was discussed at another
white relations, but at the on white man's terms, ultimate to infect you and your work in Sharing the speaker's podium
time
of nationwide concern. by mass-meeting also being held
same time expresses hope in separation, Black domination, the strange places of this with Miss Hoover was her staff
people aim civtirig sthe power of the institutional complete separation."
globe? What a difference you colleague. Miss Peggy Billings,
Tuesday in connection with the
apparent
retrogression of the
could make in the attitudes ofNew York, assistant general
church to effect change, a black
Nixon Administration on civil NAACP convention.
United Methodist leader said Black Power is one phase in church members in this coun- secretary of the Women's Di- rights matters, the
nation was
the total black revolution, Miss try if you would speak the vision for Christian Social Rehere.
ready to hear what Samuel! Both sessions, which touch
out of truth in love, to those of pulpit lations.
Hoover
noted.
It
merged
Furthermore, James Forman
"expressed mythological
Simmons, the black Assistant on the Nixon Administration's
and the National Black Eco- the
said
she
nature
of
integration,"
Secretary for Civil Rights in civil rights policies were exnomic Development Conference
and "it has exposed America's
p
to produce national firethe U. S. Department of Health,'ected
who are promulgating the
white racism more blatantly
works
inasmuch as NAACP
Black Manifesto, have been
Education
and
Welfare
would
than any other process in our
able to do something blacks
national
director Roy Wilkins,
say
about
it
in
his
main
speech
society. Black Power means
within major Protestant denTuesday at the national NAACP'speaking in his role as head of
the development and utilization
ominations have not been able
the National Leadership Conof the gifts of black men for NEW YORK — Leon E. Pa- table because I deeply believe Convention here.
to do," Miss Theressa Hoover, the good of black men and
ference on civil rights has
netta, director of the Office of in the goals and dreams of the
New York asserted. 'They' the whole nation.
Bishop Stephen G. Spott- asked President
Civil
Rights
of
the
Department
Nixon
to
:lave set the churches and the,
NAACP for an equal and uni- wood, c hairman of
the meet with him and other civil
nation on edge; they havel "Many black men of religion of Health, Deucation and Wel- fled society in this nation."
NAACP's national board of rights leaders before "waterpushed through the walls of affirm the search for black fare, has apologized "for any
implying the
.
directors made that keynote tog down" school desegregation
"pseudo-religion' and opened its identity. We affirm and em- inference
windows wide.
address of the convention in heuidelines and enforcement in
brace our blackness. When we formal concurrence of the
NAACP" in HEW's approval
the mass meeting at the Jack- the South or the 1965 U. S.
"If the churches can react to do this, we are acknowledging
a separate Afro-American
of
the truths implicit in the de- what God has done, and we no Studies Institute at Antioch
son City Auditorium Monday.
Voting Rights Law.
mands of the Manifesto and not longer wear our blackness as a College in Yellow Springs, Ohio.
blessing.
The
as
a
stigma,
but
confuse the issue by overreactThe subject of "Schools in
In a letter to The New
ing to rhetoric and tactics, we power of blackness may yet be- York Times, published May 24,
Crisis" which revolves around
may yet free ourselves, our come the power of light and Panetta has listed the NAACP
, the topic of the Nixon AdminisVictim
religious institutions and our resurrection to us all."
among groups with which the i
tration's easing of school denation to the achievement of
As for the Black Manifesto, plan had been "discussed" and
guidelines
last
segregation
justice and dignity implicit in
•
which was made available at which had expressed "concur
our own churchly rhetoric."
-,'"vet
rif
the Conference session, Miss rence."
Miss Hoover addressed more Hoover said that it has caught Panetta's apology was in reEdward Johnson
than 250 persons at the opening the religious community "un- sponse to a protest by NAACP Specialist 4.
session of the United Methodist prepared for attack" — having Executive Director Roy Wilkins has been killed in Vietnam.
Missionary Conference at De- spent a decade involving itself who informed the HEW execu- Johnson's mother, Mrs. Maggie
Paul University. She is asso- and some of its resources in tive that the NAACP had not Pruitt, 709 East was notified of
ciate general secretary of the the civil rights struggle. The approved the project and looked the death by the Defense DeWomen's Division of the United manifesto has many features upon it as "the reverse applicapartment.
Methodist Church and one of to almost assure of its non-ac- tion of subterfuges traditionally
the top posts held by a black ceptance by the religious es- used to exclude Negroes from
Johnson was a student at
person in any church.
tablishments, she stated, add- equal access to facilities."
Booker Washington prior to his
Speaking forthrightly to an al- ing:
HEW's carefully tailored ap-1 enlistment in the Army. The 20
most all-white audience of "The word 'manifesto' has proval of the Antioch proposal
been in the,
missionaries and mission exe- its own set of meanings and was presented to a small group year old soldier had
had been'
months
and
14
Amy
cutives, Miss Hoover said, "ra- bias for us. 'Demand' is a of civil rights leaders, including
since August.
Vietnam
in
cism is the foundation of white strong term for a group to ac- a member of the NAACP Washidentity in America. While it is cept when its digestive tract ington staff. However. Panetta He had been earlier reported
reasonably safe to assert that has been conditioned to 're- said in a letter to Wilkins, dat- missing since an attack on his
as an individual you do not spectful requests.' However, if ed June 2, "no formal en- camp Jule 11.
discriminate against blacks and we can react to the truths im- dorsement or approval of the
other racial minorities, the fact plicit in the demands and not proposed
was Johnson, in addition to leavaction
. .
ing his mother, he leaves a
is that you do not need to dis- confuse the issue by over-re- sought."
criminate directly; the institu- acting to rhetoric and tactics He further expressed "re- son, two sisters, three brotions in American society dis- we may yet free ourselves, our gret" that "misunderstanding thers and a grandmother.
criminate for you."
religious institutions and our and confusion .. . has arisen Lewis Funeral Home has
SHOP & SAVE
Black power must be seen nation to the achievement of ... It is particularly regret- charge of the funeral.
within the context of institution- justice and dignity implicit in _
10:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m
al racism, as viewed by black our churchly rhetoric.
people who have been suppress- Appealing to the missionaries
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
ed by it, Miss Hoover said she to help interpret to American
gave an interpretation of Black churchmen "the way it is" in
591 ViASHINGTON Ph. 572-6521
Power, saying:
the black-white issues of today,
4911 SANDERLIN Ph. 685-0971

NAACP Raps Hint It
Backed Jim-Crow Deal
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VALUES

ALL CLASSES TUITION FREE
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IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
See Tommy Grant

IJ

...for on outstanding buy
on n low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
Other
transmission.
power options available.

SAVE UP TO $1000.00
Bank Financing Arranged

2200 AMAR
324-36/1
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BOYS

As a businessman my job takes me to many
different cities in many different parts of the
country. I see and talk to a lot of people and I
come into contact with a big cross section of
the black community. What I see is a growing
surge of a kind of super-pride.There's the Afro
cut, the wearing of jewelry and clothing with a
strong African-American influence, and many
other material evidences of an identifying
symbol. Racial pride is just busting out all over.
And I don't knock it. But it does seem to me
that material showings are not as important to
the black people today as what I call Community Involvement.
Yelling words and mouthing phrases like
"Black Power,""Soul,"or"Black is beautiful,"
can't erase the problems in the ghettos. What
can erase them are the things we can do to help
our young people understand the true meaning
of "intellectual power." If they learn.., they'll
have a better chance to earn. Our youngsters
must be encouraged in their school work. They
must be made to feel that there is hope and their
dreams can come true.
If you've got children, I say it's up to you
to let them know you really care about them.
Go to their schools. Talk with their teachers.
Attend PTA meetings. Get involved in community projects and neighborhood events. Set
the pace and the example for the children.
There's just no getting around it ... the future
of black society is depending upon them. What
you do and how you do it is serious business.
Remember.
... some mighty important people
are watching every move you make. They're
our kids.

_TeeRtick
Vs President
The Greyhound Corporation
•
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air conditioner with comfort guards control

$29995

Big scale cooling—cools up to 5 rooms easily! Big
scale savings—you expect from Woolco! SUPER
COOL for extra-fast cool down, plus NORMAL
COOL and NIGHT COOL. Walnut grained front
panel • COMFORT GUARD® control for balanced
cooling • "Dry Steel" construction guards against
rust-out • Super-quiet operation. Model ATL221

"Charge lt" Use Woolco's Convenient Time Payment Account

8 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY AT WOOLCO
NO SERVICE CONTRACTS TO BUY
o LOWEST PRICES ° FREE DELIVERY
o FACTORY SERVICE
o YOU DEAL ONLY WITH WOOLCO
o LOW FINANCING ° NO TRADE IN NEEDED 1 SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

3230 JACKSON AVE.

EASTGATE

SOUTHGATE

In Gateway Mall

5100 Park Avenue
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WASHINGTON — If Mayor Lindsey is able to
forge a strong liberal coalition as he plans with his
"New Urban Party" by next November it will give
to the liberal political wing around the country a
much needed new lease on life. Actually it wont he
necessary for Lindsay to win again as head of New
York, he can build a new spirit if the vote shows sufficient strength to be respectable . . . The jailing
of Ralph Abernathy in the current hospital dispute
in Charleston, S.C., was needed as much by Abernathy
himself as it was for the striking workers. Obviously
ill, Abernathy submitted to jailing adding to his role
of martydom at a time when his own position is
threatened by the Rev. Jesse Jackson of Chicago . ..
With the rising tide of nationalism, it seems a little
odd when the name of the NAACP crops up in a
Virginia courtroom where the judge tells a school district to desegregate under an NAACP (You remember that organization, don't you?) plan. It happened
last week.

Subscript;on rates: One year, $C six months, 1350. (2-year special Subscription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
tin,olicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the Neve
Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis, Teanessee,
rncler *Act of March 2, 189.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS. INC.
310 Madison Avenue, N,:vy York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

John L. Lewi:
The struggle of the black working class was long and actute. Not
until John L. Lewis came on the
scene and helped to create the Congress of Industrial Organizations
was there a substantive market for
black labor. As a miner, Lewis knew
the pangs and ordeals of workless
days and unjust compensation; he
knew how heartless and ruthless
sere the industrialists. He knew
liow to deal with them and what
to expect from them.
The CIO not only gave black
labor a chance it had never had before, it forced the AFL to open its
doors to the qualified black worker
in unions which had barred him from
membership.
It can be said without fear of

contradiction that America has not
had a labor leader of the unflagging
tenacity and passion of John L.
Lewis. Not only was he rugged in
appearance, he was equally rugged
in the logic he employed in arguing
the cause of labor. He was incomparable in the use of rhetorical
phrases in the criticism of his foe's.
He once described Vice President
John Garner as "poker-playing, tobacco - chewing, whiskey - drinking,
evil old man."
Here was a leader, born out of
the toil and sweat of labor, who
consecrated his whole being, f o r
forty years, to the cause of the
working class. And John L. Lewis
did it with the dedication and forthOld Testament
rightness of an
prophet.

Powell's Victory Stuns Congress
Despite the sound constitutional ground on which the Supreme
Court upheld Rep. Adam Clayton
Rowell's argument that he was undwly excluded from the 90th Congress, critics of the ruling have not
ceased to spout the view that the
Court has infringed upon the legislative prerogative of Congress.
Chief Justice Warren took the
iiosition that the Court's role is to
decide constitutional questions, even
if another branch of the government might disagree.
The Powell 'case, beyond peradventure of a doubt, fell within the
province of the judiciary. What really is disturbing to the Congressional enemies of the Supreme Court is
rrot so much the constitutional relevance of the case as the fact that
a black man has forced the issue
of separation of governmental powers and caused it to be brought out
in bold relief.
They thought the Court would
lave avoided the confrontation on
the ground that the question invol-

....AT LEAST WE'LL KNOW WHAT WE'RE FIGHTIN/
FOR ON THE HOME FRONT
MY VIEW

Integration Not All Gain
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS

ers they save money. The law should
have made it impossible for Negro teachers who had taught for five y_estrs or
more to be dismissed without adequate
financial reward or the law should have
prohibited Negro teachers from being
fired. I have not heard of a single white
teacher losing his or her job because Of

Unreasonable Gov. Reagan
California's Governor Regan
iieist in the belief that a show of
farce c a n halt student demands
thout begetting a new violence
The evidence should be clear to him
by
- now that armed National Guardsmen facing excited students can be
tuaranteed to harden resentments.
The nation has divise social problems everywhere, and there is no
way of exempting universities from
the general malaise. As the situa-

Wrong Graduation Dress
concern, was filed in federal court
in New York City, to restrain the
principal of a Junior high school
from barring a 14-year-old girl from
attending her graduation because
her dress Was not aeceptable to
school officials.
The action was brought by her
father, who contended that the principal was depriving his daughter of
her rights under the 14th Amendment. The suit said that last Feb.
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TID BITS: With the two vacancies about to be a
reality on the Federal Communications Commission,
President Nixon will have a marvelous opportunity to
place a black man in one of the spots. Nixon promised
the members of the National Newspaper Publishers
Association as much when they met with him two
months ago . . . When protestors marched in front
of the offices of HEW (Health, Education and Welfare), foremost in the line was the Rev. Walter Fountroy, the Washington representative of SCLC. Fountroy, who recently lost the contract to rebuild the
roit torn area, leveled his attack on the influence of
Sen. Strom Thurmond . . . When the word was mentioned here, Val Washington, now doing a special job
for the Kennedy Center, received messages from
nine states all over the country. Val, a long time Republican strategist. has retired from a profitable import-export business . . .

TINKER TOYS: After over two years of conflict
I was never fooled about "Integraand confrontation, Howard university is finally getting
tion." I knew and said immediately af$143,500 for a black studies project. The grant, coupled
ter the May 17, 1954 Decision that after
with the introduction of a new president, is expected
segregation goes, old man "Discriminato cool matters somewhat . . . Black employees of
tion" will linger around for many decGSA (General Services Administration) said last week
ades to come. Fifteen years after the
what has been known all along: GSA. the housekeepMay 17 Decision, seregation is still with
ing
branch of the government, has been systematically.
us and discrimination is still rampart. 1 integration.
excluding blacks from promotions, staffing and trainDr. Horace E. Tate, Executive SecHere in Georing programs ... James Banks, who heads up the Dif4.-1
Teachers and EduThe Harlem Congressman was
gia it is estimat- retary of the Georgia
trict's housing program. has indicated he will seek new..
ed that only 14%i cation Association told a group of teachduly elected by his constituency.
codes
and new ordinances. Banks pointed out that
of Negro stu- ers in North Georgia recently that since
Moreover, he had met the constithroughout the country. over 2,000 units lie vacanc
dents are in 1963 only nineteen Negro principals out
tutional requirements for memberjobs
as
retained
the
fifty-four
have
of
after thousands of expenditures . . . Senator MeClelft
school with]
ship in Congress. Whether Powell
whites. If
it principals, leaving 35 who have been lan's surfacing of two former Black Panthers to telt.
will recover the chairmanship of
takes fifteen let out. Tate said that the loss insalaries on the ground was like calling in a former employe.
the House Education a n d Labor
years to do 14 amount to five million and one hundred
to talk "obfectively" about his ex-boss' conferences
Committee is another matte r.
per cent, it will and seventy-four thousand dollars.
exploded yet.
Though the post is one with contake 98 years to (5,174.000). So desgregation comes in The hearings haven't really
all
too
many
instances
at
a
great
financomplete the job.
siderable political influence and patSIDE BARS: William Brown is moving slowly,
cial
loss
to
the
black
community.
Some
order
and
ronage power, it is not as conse- The people who talk about law
but determinedly at EEOC. He named George Draper
one should do a thorough study to find
of
portion
major
the
that
consider
never
quential as the establishment of the
out how many Negro teachers have lost as staff director to the surprise of many. George, who
principle that Congress has no right the South has never intended to obey their jobs and what they are doing.
came to Washington from St. Louis to work at HUD.
Court
Supreme
U.S.
the
to exclude from its ranks a mem- the Decision of
staff of Missouri's new
I am sure that there are so many was expected to join she
comes
it
When
Law.
Congressional
nor
ber who has met its constitutional
cases that the NAACP could never get Senator Thomas Eagleton with whom Draper work:
to doing what the majority of the South
requirements.
around to handling them. Even black ed when he lived in the midwestern state. Drape
wants to do, law can go with the wind.
iteachers who do not meet the required moved over to EEOC, capturing a top spot there;
This is a great victory for If the Supreme Court Decision was someacademic standard should be protected Brown, the new Republican head, has strengthened
thing that Negroes were responsible for
Adam Clayton Powell, a victory for
enforced. and paid a full salary over a period of his bapartisan hand by naming Draper, a Brother and
the high court and a credit to the doing, the law would have been
one year until they get work. Even for
Far less than one-third of the Negro
a Democrat . . . John Dean the new minority specialjudicial integrity of a great Chief
a year if they find another job before
children are integrated in the South.
ist
at the Democratic National Committee, is still
the year is over. Even in this case it is
Justice - Earl Warren.
The North isn't much better.
tragic for the school boards to put up finding it an uphill fight both within the committee
But the sad thing about this whole with mediocrity so long as the
teachers and on the road. Relegated to a tiny office, the suite
business is the fact that even where in- are teaching blacks. Then
too, I wager formerly held by Louis Martin is being utilized by
!
tegration
has
taken
place,
all
too
many
that
many
possible
is
white
shows,
it
teachers are kept on several white members of the staff including Mrs.
tion at Cornell
black teachers have lost their jobs. There' who are not as good as
some of the black Fred Harris, wife of the new chairman . . . Charges
to find a university's function alseems to be nothifig in the law or guide- teachers who are let
out. Something against radio Station WOOK that it is aiding the
most completely breaking down.
lines to protect the Negro teachers. should be done about
this gross form of numbers game has
drawn only wry grins at 14th and
When school boards let out Negro teach- discrimination.
In the past, Berkeley has been
U str.
in the forefront of student demands,
but also in the forefront of sucONLY IN AMERICA
NOTES ON A HOT AFTERNOON: A writer for
cesses. In the free speech movethe Chicago Daily News is credited with having
ment the combined wit and intelliwritten the one immortal lead to a news story. Degence of students and faculty did
scribing the murder of Nathan Loeb while in Joliet
establish new procedures and new
Over this desk have passed, cession the president of the! radio and TV stations and I, as
prison for the murder of Bobby Franks in the 20's
of the most harebrained, North Carolina Bank, the! a publisher, would feel much
lines of communication that gave a some
schemes ever hatched in t h e. Board Chairman of Cannon more comfortable if the inter- the reporter taking due note of all the
circumstances
positive lead elsewhere as well.
mind of twentieth century man. Mills, and the owner of the ra- denominational
representative surrounding the case, wrote:
"Nathan Loeb, the gramI have been privy to hear these die-TV station pounced on me, spoke Spanish. I bade him refor the simple reason that if a instead. He had the panacea I pair to night school — there to marian. today ended his sentence with a
proposition."
lunatic gets on my front porch,, ter the world's troubles. He l, master this difficult tongue.
Moving onstage and adding to that immortality, is the
he is in my office. To see a big was carrying it in his hand.
have to admit he was sin10, the school sent to parents regu- business man, the promoter; It was a large sheet of rollhas to pass muster with the re- ed up paper — the blueprints cere, he phoned for college eat: lead in the New York Amsterdam News, describing
lations concerning the dress of the
ceptionists and then a steely• for
interdenominational alogues in my presence before the vindication of Adam Clayton Powell, which read:
an
dashing off to register. But I
graduates. The official suggested a eyed secretary.
chapel to be built in the Andes.1
"Adam kept the faith." .. . Black Journal, which is
a r e notorious He chose the Andes because' have never received my thanks
Businessmen
white or solid pastel-colored dress,
from
the
banker,
the
mill
ownfor making decisions at lunch- building costs are exceptionally
in danger of going off the National Education Teleknee length with neck and shoulders eon of which there are only modest in Peru and besides, er or the broadcasterpossibilities during a given the convicts who mine guano
Not too long ago. I saw a vision circuit, found support in a resolution passed by
covered. Parents of the 14-year-old five
week. The hare-brained have in the Andes would be there- Iman suffused by the prospect
annual convention in Phoenix.
girl in question refused to sign the to wait their turn. But I am fore nearer redemption. He of money in such amounts that the black press at its
agreement .They bought her a "sim- available any day in the week was pretty sure we could bring we would have to hire Brink's Young Bill Graves. the executive producer, buttonand this generosity of presence it in for less than $1 million. I trucks to cart it away. He was
ple, white, sleeveless dress with a has subjected me to the r a v- reminded him that the Peruvi- doing me a great f a v or He holed delegates in the lobby of the hotel with his per.
demure V neckline." The school re- ings of several accidental ma- an building permits were com- was going to let me in early. sonal story. It paid off . . . Look for a healthy dele
niacs.
plicated. Additionally the Pres- I could have the Charlotte gation from here in Fayette, Miss., for
load to approve it. Parents everyMayor Charlii
One fellow, thwarted in h I s ident of the hank, the Board franchise in his professional poEvers' inauguration July 7.
where are awaiting the outcome.
urgent desire to see in s u c- Chairman, the owner of t h e lo league.

ved was beyond its jurisdiction.
Chief Justice Warren and the six
associate justices who affirmed Rep.
Powell's right to membership in the
90th Congress, saw the case in a
different light. They felt that the
House of Representatives had exceeded its authority in preventing
Powell from taking his seat in 1967.
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Black Colleges Will Need Extra Funds
ATLANTA — The south tra- ing boards for higher educa- be expected to perform the ning and other areas; curric- mal share of the responsibility can
Methodist
Episc opal State College, Baltimore; John County Bank, Gulfport, Miss.;
ditionally Negro colleges and tion; governing boards of nub- major tasks ahead of them un- ulum change; instructional im- for educating disadvantaged Church, Washington, D. C.
Paul Lucas, vice president, Herman Smith of the National
universities will require special'
ile, independent and church-re- less they receive special finan- provement; and a broad range students. This requires increas- Watts Hill, Jr., chairman, Duke Power Co., Charlotte; Association of State Universioperating funds, above and beof remedial and compensat- ed financial aid for students; North Carolina Board of High.- Prof. Jewel Prestage, Southern ties and Land-Grant Colleges;
cial support.
yond their regular budget al- lated institutions; foundations;
guided studies programs to er Education, Raleigh; Andrew University, Baton Rouge; form- and Charles Turner, director,
ory education programs.
federal
agencies;
and
"all
citiFinancing equal to that of "It is essential," the task overcome deficiencies in the
locations, for at least 10 years.'
Holt, president, University of er Georgia Governor Carl E. United Board for College Dezens who are concerned with
predomin antly force report emphasizes, "that basic academic skills; and ex- Tennessee,
This is the major conclusion equality of educational and em- comparable
Knoxville; Martin Sanders, attorney, Atlanta.
velopment, which works with
white colleges will not be suf- a systematic procedure be panded academic,
vocational D. Jenkins, president, Morgan Leo Seal, president, Hancock black churches-related colleges.
of a report issued by the South- ployment opportunities."
ficient,
the
report
asse
rts,
beadopted for removing these de- and personal counseling servern Regional Education Board
It was drafted by a 14-mem- cause black colleges have deficiencies over a period of ice.
(SREB).
ber task force of leaders in fiencies resulting from years
Special Financial Needs of government, business, industry of inadequate financial support years, and that the costs be "The task is difficult, and
Traditionally Negro Colleges, and higher education. State and because a larger proPor- met with special supplemen- the cost will be high," the rebeyond
the port concludes. "But the cost
A Task Force Report" says Rep. D. Robert Graham of tion of their students requires tary f u nding
supplemental funds will be Florida is chairman of the task additional academic and coun- regular regular operating bud- of. continuing to waste human
resources would be incalculably
get."
necessary so that Negro col- for.
seling service.
leges can meet the changing, Black
The report offers guidelines higher. With strengthened fincolleges are in a stra- Additional basic operating inneeds of their students and be- 1
for assessing the special fin- ancial support, the traditionaltegic position to assume lead- come is necessary, the report
Bak•d In Memphis by Memphlans
come full partners in a single ership in
ancial needs of individual col- ly Negro universities and colmeeting some of the l says, to support higher faculrushed rushed dolly to your big
leges will be able to play a
system of higher education.
leges,
and
provides
hypotheticsi
Hou•
IL Knott supermarket for
pressing problems of higher ; ty salaries; expanded adminiVI'
more effective role in preparmaximum
al
examples
of
how
supplemenfreshn•ss
The report is addressed to education and of society, the strative services in placement,
ing
students
to
meet
the
chalstate officials; state coordinat- report states, . but they can't ' counseling, institutional plan- tary funds might be used.
In detailing the need for spe- lenges of today — and tomorcial funding, the report points row."
Members of the task force,
out that:
appointed by the advisory comHamburger
Only seven per cent of the mission to SREB's
Institute
nation's college students come for Higher Educational Opporfrom low-income families (those tunity, are:
in the bottom 25 per-cent), and Georgia State Rep. William
the percentage of Negroes in Alexander; Edward Clark, atthis category Is "inordinate- torney, Austin; Milton Curry,
IY high."
president, Bishop College DalFaculty salaries at most las; Representative Graham;
below
nacolleges
are
black
Sherman L. Greene, Jr., sectional averages and in many retary-treasurer, Division of
cases, below regional and state Educational Institutions, Afriaverages as well. Among the
15 Southern states, excluding
major state and private uniPRESENTS
versities, faculty salaries at
Negro institutions are from
five to eight per cent below
those at predominantly white
institutions.
Administrators' salaries are
almost invariably lower at NeON
Hogue & Knoff
gro colleges, and new staff
:2:to Pa4age
positions are usally establishWASHINGTON, D. C. — The
ed long after they have been
We
R•ser,e
Rtor,
Initiated at predominantly white Loyalettes cultural and social
To L
Ouont,f , es
club held its annual luncheon
colleges.
HAVOLINE
Many Negro colleges are on Saturday, May 31 at the
unable to provide the match- Albert Pick Motel.
ing funds needed to qualify for
Mrs. Blondena Whaley,
an adequate share of federal president of the club, gave the
student aid funds.
invocation and welcomed the
Black colleges face the guests.
task of making major—and exMrs. Willie Cooper served as
pensive—revision of their curchairman of the luncheon.
riculums in light of the varied
Mrs. Harriet Whitney, secrenew careers open to qualified
tary of the club, gave a brief
Negroes. The traditional emWHIZKID
BOSS BOB
DON JONES
history of the club. The Loyphasis on teacher training,
alettes were organized twelve
reflecting the main career
years ago. Mrs. Whaley has
COWBOY
RANDY WARREN
WILDCHILD
KRAFT
formerly open to Negro col- served as president since the
lege graduates, is too limited
organization of the club. Alto meet new opportunities.
though the club is primarily a
Qt
These colleges, the report
social club, they have contrinotes, carry a larger than norbuted financially to many charitable and community organiWI HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
zations.
MORTON
PRODUCT OF U.S.A. 100% NEUTRAL SPIRITS DISTIllED FROM CRAIN 90 ROOF CORIION S DRY CIS CO., Ill IRON
Three members of the club
DUBON BABY
Chicken,
;*.s.
had birthdays in May. The afbirthfair was held on the
Beef or
day of president, Mrs. Blondena Whaley. Miss Minnie NelTurkey
LIMA
'
son gave a salute to all of the
honorees born in May. Mrs.
Whaley, Mrs. Mary Henderson and Mrs. Harriet Whitney
oz.11
20 oz. Poly Bag
were presented gifts and were
showered with cards.
appearing at the
Guests
luncheon included Mrs. Annie
P. Henderson and Mrs. Helen
Slater both of Detroit, Michigan, Mrs. Charlesetta Deshaveau, Mrs. Susie Berry, Miss
Bessie Garrison, Mrs. Elizalb
beth Hill, Mrs. 'Mildred Norton,
OMEGA
BREAST 0 CHICKEN
Mrs. Marguerite Piper, Miss
Pearl Sanders, Mrs, CatherSanders, Mrs. Bertha
ine
AJAX
Samuels and Mrs. Eva Lee
Walker.
5 lb. Bag

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
801k

r

Hogue & Knott' 4
A:
or Hot Dog
\ 4'

40(

BUNS..
pkg. 254
I"

Loyalettes
In Annual
Luncheon

S'UttflifERTINE SOUL

1340

WITH MEMPHIS'

BREAD
27t
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS

Motor
Oil
30 Wght,
29

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

Mayonaise 394

POT
PIES8

S

2

PORK
LIVER
29

FLOUR

43c

don't believe in'Bubble-Gum'fashion...the kind
that's in today and out tomorrow.For my clients,I design the smooth
classics that suit them best.Maybe that's why I choose
Gordon's Gin.It's always smooth,always dry,which
suits my taste best'
WILLIAMS

DRESS DESIGNER:

11

GORDON'S GIN, CREATED IN LONDON, ENGLAND IN 1769. IT'S THE BIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND, AMERICA, THE WORLD

Gordon's:It's how the English keep their gin up!

Deny Ashe
Visa Refusal
DURBAN, South Africa —
(UPI) — South African officials
denied Monday the claims of
American Negro tennis star
Arthur Ashe that South Africa
denied him a visa three months
ago to play in a tennis tournament in the country.
They also charged they have
no record he ever applied to
enter the tournament.
Louis Janssens, secretary of
the South African Lawn Tennis Union, said his association
never received an application
from Ashe. Jan Dotha, secretary of sport and recreation
in South Africa, denied any
knowledge of Ashe being refused a visa. Ben Keet, public relations officer for the department, dared Ashe to ifroduce
a letter of refusal to back up
his claims. '
"That would be the best evidence, surely," Keet said.

MA BROWN

TUNA
light meat

Cleanser
:15c

PEACH

Preserves
39C

63's oz. Can

2

18 oz.

DELTA BRAND CHOPPED

Spinach
10.:10C

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

3384 N. THOMAS

1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
913 SO THIRD
3362 fUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping ConveniPoce 9 A.M. to 7 P M.

NOW OPEN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.

POST TIME 8 P.M.
SUMMER Homr or elppn-q-sumo rITAmp,orqs

PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING

SOUTHLAND

CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS
AMMONIUM"
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Junior
League
Sale

• Society
Merry

Go-round
IRMA LEE LAWS
"All that is essential for the triumph of evil is that good
men do nothing", EDMUND BURKE.
CO-ETTE GRADUATION DINNER. . .The Memphis CoEttes, their Advisors and yours truly the Sponsor have now
landed from "Cloud Nine" after a glorious week-end with the
petite vibrant, forceful, dynamic and articulate
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, speaking at the dinner Friday night
before an overflow audience which represented a cross section
of the actively involved Memphians .. . the Welfare Rights
Mothers; educators, city councilmen, religious, students, fraternal leaders, boys from the Goodwill Boys Club who were
sponsored by Star Recording Company, black, white, young
and old.,. all had come to hear the only black Congresswoman in the United States House of Representatives in the
Continental Ballroom of the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel.
The dinner an annual affair honored the six young high
school graduates of this year and they were Gwen Williamson,
President, daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Williamson,
Karen Chandler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
B.
Chandler, Melba Sartor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sylveste Sartor, Deborah Northeross, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Theron Northeross, Beverly Steinberg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilton Steinberg and Barbara Westbrooks, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie L Westbrooks.
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All That Sniffles Is Not A Cold
The person who complains victim of what doctors calliseasonal. They are not caused
that he "always has a cold," "perennial allergic rhinitis." by pollen but by allergens such
or that his hay fever symptoms The symptoms are very like as dust, feathers, or animal
"never let up," may be a hay fever, except they're not hairs and even by foods.

Ida Weathers, Gail Gossett, Sandra Peace, and Paula Pink.
I
Mon.i
Advisors are Carol Marie Thompson, Lynda Hargraves,
Shirley Peace and Jackie Bordnax.
The Junior League Thrift
CLUB DOINGS . . .The Rubaiyats, Inc., were entertained Shop at 205 Madison is having
by Peggy (Mrs. Harper) Brewer and Lavonia (Mrs. Clifford) its Annual July Nickel, Dime,
DeBerry at the latter's home on Edward. Here the gals played
a variety of games in a hilarious atmosphere and won such and Quarter Sale" Wednesday,;
prizes as hoe racks, jewelry, colognes, lingerie, and other fab- Thursday, and Friday, July 16
ulous et eeteras.
thru 18. The entire summer)
Rubaiyats reveling in the evening's festivities were n e w stock must go to make room
member Lois (Mrs. Clifford) Stockton, Lorene Buford, Anne for, fall merchandise. Shorts]
Curtis, Clara Ford, Helen Greene, Carolyn King, Mattie Little, Norma Mims, Clara Parker, Betty Payne, Emma Prim. and skirts 25 cents, blouses,:
ous, Mary Rhodes, Beverly Smith, Jewel Walker, Doris Walls, shirts and hats 10 cents, swim
Maxine Williams and Gloria Ward.
suits 25 men's coats 50, men's
Gesting were Beatrice Keel, Helen Jones, Ruth Cook, Fay suits $1.00. There will be no
Deanes, Elsie Malunda, Gwen Walton, Kathrin Mayes and clothing over $1.00. A 11 mis; yours truly.
cellaneous and househ olds
Mendering ... Johnny R. Arnold was hose par excellence items will be half price or less.,
at the Southland Press Party in the Rivermont Club
of the
Holiday Inn Rivermont. Here gathered the luminaries of the less.
The Junior League Thrift
news media to talk shop, relax and partake of enticing liquids
admist a luxurious background with the Mississippi River and Show welcomes its customers
its many barges a focal point of the conversations.
who made it possible thru sales
Dirs. Eva White and h* daughter Camille MeChris- to finance its many community
toe were here recently from Colorado Springs, Colorado visitprojects. The League's finaning relatives and friends.
and volunteer support
cial
Personable Inez Kaiser was here on her way to the
NAACP Convention. She's the "Miss PR" from Kansas City, reaches such projects as the
Missouri who wrote "Soul Cookery" She was met at the air- Salvation Army Day - C a r e.
port and toured the city briefly with Velma Lois Jones, Zernia
Crippled
Children's
Peacock, Evelyn Robertson, and Annabelle Saunders who at- center'
Children's
Hospital,
Theatre
tended Columbia University's Graduate School with her.
Group, Youth Museum, Youth
Service, Florida School, and
Sight Conservation.

Hendricks and
Duncan To Wed

Wendy Corley, Chairman of the Jr. Board of Directors was
Miss Charlotte LaChristye Sorority, the marching band,
Mistress of Ceremony and handled the program with the
Hendricks
and Mr. Albert A. the concert band and the
aplomb of one well seasoned in those duties. Elder Blair T.
Husk who has been associated with the Memphis Co-Ettes Duncan will exchange vows President's Scholarship Counfor lo these ten years presented the members who were being July 26 at Riverview Christian ell
.
honored, and to their surprise the Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr. Church. Miss Henciericks is the Mr.
Duncan is the son of
the Rev. H. Ralph Jackson and Jesse Epps. were cited for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. The- Mr. and Mrs. Alexander R.
Riv.
odore C. Hendricks of 1896
their exemplary examples of leadership and manhood.
erside blvd. She graduated with Duncan of Longview, Texas.
Visiting Co-Ettes came from Houston and Washington D.C.
honors from Carver High School He graduated from Morehouse
. .Texans were Rhonda Hunt, Phyllis Molow, Barbara and was presented to society as College in Atlanta.
Adams, Shelia Lombard and Leah Minor, Advisor to the ChapThere he was a member
a Kappa Alpha Psi Debutante
ter. . .from the District came Treva %%Med and Charlotte
in 1965. She received her Ba- Of Alpha Pi Alpha Fraternity
Blount.
chelor of Science degree from and program coordinator for
Other members of the Co-Ettes are Ethel Marie Sengstacke,,Morris Brown college in At- the united Negro College Fund.
continue
will
couple
Felecia Moss, Janice Walker, Teresa Shackleford, Charlotte li lanta, Ga. where she was an This
Byrum, Brescia Batts, Willa Mathews, Michele Peacock, Wan-officer of Alpha Kappa Alpha graduate studies this Fall. ,

LET'S SET
BLACK HISTORY
STRAIGHT
The story of Columbus, the
American Revolution and the
Wild West is more interesting—
and less "white"—than most
people know. Read why black
history was long suppressed,
and why learning it is just as
vital to whites as it is to blacks.
One of 41 articles and features
in the July Reader's Digest.
Pick up your copy today.
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Mon - Claire

14 No. Main Downstairs
527-3619
100% Human Hair

Shortie Wig
Hand Made Wig
Hand Made Stretch Wig
Long Falls
Long Machine Made Wig
Wiglets
$895
$5"
Cascade $16"

$12"
$39"
$43"
$24"
s29"
51495

SHC
gen
tote

AFRO DEPARTMENT

Afro Wig.
Afro Bush Wig

(very Full)

$24
"

SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF AFRO JEWELRY

,READER'S DIGEST

EXPERT STYLING $3.50
BANK AmERICARD

LAY—A—WAY

MASTER CHARGE

DID. GOD CURSE THE BLACK RACE?
Where Did the Black Man Come From, And Where is He Going?
Hear This Grand Opening Subject

SUNDAY, JULY 6, 1:45 P.M.
at
THE BIG BIBLE TENT

HE
des
bla
Ligl
thra

976 E. Mclemore
(Betwe'n

Malta and College)

Special Adult Features

Special Youth Activities

*Consumer Credit Classes
*Better Health Classes
*Family Living Classes
*Black History Classes

LOOK
A Giant Family Bible to
the One who brings
the Most People with
them 15 years
.and older.

*Big Talent Program
*Summer Bible Camp
Ages 10-14 -- 10:00-12:00 Noon)
*Youth Community Choir
*The Question Box

C B.

Rock, Instructor

Mon. - July 7

WHO MADE THE DEVIL AND WHY DOESN'T GOD KILL HIM?

Tues. - July 8

THE FISH THAT CAUGHT A MAN!

Wed. - July 9

THE MAN WHO IS DEAD FROM HIS ANKLES TO HIS HEAD BUT
WHOSE FEET ARE ALIVE AND KICKING!

Thur.- July 10

WHO ARE THE 19 BIGGEST SINNERS IN MEMPHIS?

Fri.- July 11

WHO IS THE MAN WHO WAS ALIVE 4000 YEARS BEFORE HIS MOTHER?

Sat. - July 12

YOUTH TALENT PROGRAM (6:30 P.M.)

LOOK
For the First 300
People To Arrive
On Opening
Night, July 6

ALL WELCOME
•
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SHOW STEALER — Neat little skull hug•
gems were headlines in the Millinery institute of America's semi-annual show in New

York last week. Frank 011ve, above, Interprets the look in a green and white tweed
accented by a graceful coo feather.

NEW BAG — Roosevelt (Roses Grier,lhe
huge ex-All Pro football player was never
known for his speed on the gridiron but
he's moving fast in show business with two
TV shows. For more than a year he has
starred in his own show, "The Roosevelt

Grier Show, in Los Angeles, and now be
will be seen as a regular in the new season as a member of the "Daniel Boone,"
cast. He plays a black runaway slave who
leads an Indian tribe.

mosamorsoilille

FOR UNCF — Nathaniel
B. Young, Regional Director of the United Negro
College Fund, Inc.. is
shown above, left. receiv•
ing check from Herbert E.
Markley, General Chair
man of the 1969 Stark County, Ohio for $16,085. This is
the largest amount ever
raised in the counts and
more funds are expected to
be forthcoming.

HEAVY LOAD — Wearing a "flak suit"
desined to give maximum protection, a
black infantryman of the 7th Infantry, 199th
Light Infantry Brigade picks his was
through the underbrush in search of booby

traps during recent operation. The point
man' on patrol is usualls considered most
vulnerable and any additional 'armor' is
welcomed.

ENGLISH STYLE — It would he difficult
to take the typical London "City Gents"
shown looking out over River Thames last
week as Americans. However, a closer look
will show they are tennis stars Arthur

Ache and Stan Smith, right. The two were
In London to play at Wimbledon a n d to
form the First Service Insurance Agency
initially as a general agency for two Richmond, t a . Insurance ageacies

FRIENDLY APPROACH—When JOr Frasier defeated Jerry Quarry in their heavy.
eight title fight in New York last week. a
Ion of people were surprised at a visitor

Is he's d remiss r•
•lir allire
ZZ
Coming In to Mir 110 atop
lions Was Ws. leek Quaavy, sielbsr
be
Mateo challenger.

+••••••• •

-11•••••
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TSU Grads Told Degree Vital In Job Struggle
NASHVILLE — Leaders of
America's "black anrielution"
must employ rigorous-college
training as a cruciWraveapon
in the deepening statgle for
employment in whits•-eociety,
Dr. Andrew F. Bridger said.
Member of the Fal Reserve Systems Board= Governors, Dr. Brimmer was.-addressing the more than 31$ members of the graduatiarclasses
at Tennessee State -iguiversity

NOW SNOWINIL:
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If you reallyi
want to
knock heat
& humidity
out of your
house,look
at thi

$3795 $4295 $4795 $6495
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FIRST

!,

$2915—$34

MEMPHIS SHOWING
THERE
'
S A
TIME FOR
VIOLENCE
... AND A
TIME FOR
VENGEANCE!

SHIRTS

$499

ARAXTEIR

TIME
TOR
'KILLING
1411/441.411•Zef

Collegians Rip
La. Lawmakers
Over Jim-Crow

LOOK SMART...

JIM
BROWN

"KENN

prepared are lagging behind."
*"In the next decade, the
Negro community as a whole
can be expected to improve its
economic position to a greater
extent than the population
generally.

on a sweltering day last week. paying the cost to get it con- yard, Michigan State Univer"I am fully aware of, and I stituted the most important sity and the University of
fully appreciate, the consider_ challenges facing 1969 grad- Pennsylvania, offered a wide
array of statistics to show
able sacrifices which you an uates.
your families have made along "Some always talk about ac- the economic progress of Ame*The theory that "black stuthe road to this ceremony," cepting great areas of chal- rica's non-white population in
dents need not concern themsaid he. "Partly because of lenge," Rev. Wynn said, "but the past decade of it.S "revoselves with most of the content
the enormous strides in col- drop them when they learn lution."
of a traditional college curriculege enrollment made in recent the enormity of the cost and He went on
to disagree
lum" is unfortunately spreading
years, we tend to forget that withdraw to wait for the price sharply with
some of the proexactly the time whet) edu- BATON ROUGE, La. — the group on the basis of its
"at
Negro college graduates are to be reduced." He asked the posals and
demands of
cation and technical compe- (NP!) — The Louisiana state action.
still more rare than the Negro's classes to "respond to great of his race and to students
criticize
tence are becoming Increasing- legislature last week was on
share of our total population challenges in order that you white college
administrations
One of the "student legislathe verge of praising the Louiscritical for Negroes."
ly
would suggest," he continued. may gain your pearl of great who are
unwilling "to face
iana Intercollegiate State legis- tors" said he was reminded
At the baccalaiireate ser- price."
black students and insist that
lature, when it discovered that of a poem about "digging up
NINO TO REST
vices held the morning of Dr. Brimmer pointed out that they take a meaningful and
student group had engineerthe
Soldier to discovcommencement day, Dr. Dan- less than 5% of Negroes above realistic view of the require- *". . .The income differential
ed a series of events that would the Unknown
(UPI)
—
BOLOGNA,
—
between
Italy
blacks
and
whites
have
er his identity, only to find he
iel W. Wynn, Associate Direc- the age of 21 are college-edu- ments of a college education.",
"embarrasing"
their
prove
to
narrowed appreciably in the Nino Benvenuti flexed his right
was black." The body was
tor of the Department o Edu- cated, compared with more "One gets the distinct
im- last few years, with the great- hand and decided he would not elders.
interred and the surcational Institutions of the than 10% of the entire U.S. pression that, on the
quickly
predomrelative gains by Negroes u s e it to r. anything heartier
concrete
United Methodist Church, told population.
inantly white college campus, eing among those with the than a handshake before mid- T h e intercollegiate group roundings filled with
further digging.
the classes that choosing the The economist, whose career faculty and administrators
any
forestall
make
white
up
youths,
of
to
are highest levels of education. August.
highest possible goal and then includes teaching posts at Har- showing considerable
conducted a mock legislative
panic in
told
"legislator"
session
in which it passed bills Another
their relations
middle-Simultaneously,
world
h
o
the
Benvenuti,
wever,
with
black
father going to
a
of
tale
the
V414201:Z=2101%.011
,
students," Dr. Brimmer said. within the Negro community, weight champion, injured t h e making abortion legal, repeal- "tormentland" and sending a
". ..Thus, on the mistaken two different classes are be- hand last month in New York ing all segregation laws and message back to his son, tellestablishing Afro- American
•
assumption
that they
are coming increasingly evident as during a non-title bout with courses in colleges.
ing him to "be kind to black
being relev ant and
In A Summer Suit
re- the best prepared are moving Dick Tiger, and the cast was
folk because the head fireman
sponsive, many of our college ahead rapidly while the least removed recently.
the
Naturally,
in the underworld is a black
state
legisFrom Baxter!
faculties are creating facilities
lators could not afford to praise man."
fhlohoir. 1644 por goo for.
sa wer.
which may cripple young peonolo, Sold Amor is
. . . rioubl• INA rpm
ple-rather than strengthen their
Como roo for
oily may .4 Maria. top
ro•eolvve• woo- lovtor Porker sod roorromood Moro
ability to compete in an econoto *or friorors. We carry Loop, Er*. Leo". Shoos,
MY NAME IS DEARLEAN BRADLEY, 4739 SO..STATE ST. •
Stay++, Up re Sir IC Lem Pod.
my of expanding opportunities.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6065.3*
He said Negro students should
PRICED AT
had a serious money problem.
be "extremely cautious about
I went to see REV. COSTONIE and
devoting their college careers
h• got results quickly. My father and
mother went to him t•n y•ar s age
to a concentration on 'black
with a problem; H. got results for
SPORTCOATS BLAZERS
studies' or 'Afro-American stuthem. My two 'brothers went to him
dies.
WW1& COUSLE—PRICED AT
finis years ago with a problem. H.
He called on
America's
got th• problem sok,' d quickly. My
1. No
95
college
nephew couldn't walk. My •ister in.
admi nistrators
to
low was told; Don't bring him bock
strengthen rather than abandon
to th• hospital anymore. Her will nedesegregation
of
America's
SLACKS TO MATCH
'ye, walk. We took him to REV. C05.
campuses and to make much
T ONIE51 Church 44ITY1C•11• Thiry*
•-•••Ot woo
oomis ,••••4 W..
more intensive efforts to recruit
asked
th• entire Congregation
0.0, 5`1,41
college students "from low
to pray with REV. COSTONIE• H.
S690
$895
$urf
years
ays.
six
That
was
walk•d.
income areas-both urban and
He's a strong healthy boy now in
rural" - a step which will
school. Th• services are •very SunSNORT SLEEVE DRESS I SPORT
clearly require a considerable
day 1 P.M. 5001 Ellis. Why not go
i
expansion in their scholarships
STRAW
se* for yourself-Prayer really changes
,
and other forms of financial
DE ARL RAS BRADLEY
things. If you have a problem. Call
Pon•••••• p...'
HATS
1•4•4. gni .4.0a God
to. an appointment like I did. WA-4-4969 or write to Rev. COSTONIE,
assistance.
cholla
927 East 47th St., Chicago. Illinois 60653.
"Under no circumstance,"
Dr. Brimmer said, "should the
colleges provide them with college-supported segregated hous81111IMINUCAIIII
927 E. 47th STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
CLOTHES
ing either on or off campus. . .
writs,
after all, the opportunity to
129.
2272
1911
broaden one's own horizon is
Lamar
Clavelaad
S. Third
one of the chief benefits of a
••••• ••••o
ii•••••••• Pioorm
college experience."
I••••••• •••••
'
,
ft...
Coo ••• •
,
Coo
Brimmer, appointed to the
•••
•
Reserve System
board
by
President Johnson in 1966, is a

•••••••

,1

Louisiana native who received
bachelor's and master's degrees in economics at the University of Washington in Seattle. He was a Fullbright Fellow
In India in 1952 and received
a Ph. D. from Harvard in 1957
in the areas of monetary economics and international trade.
Dr. Brimmer, who was introduced by the university president, Dr. A. P. Torrence, summarized his main themes as:
*"So far in the decade of the
1960s Negroes have benefitted
relatively more than the population as a whole from the vigorous expansion of the national economy.
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room
air
conditioner
Amana 600 Series
Air Command

OPEN 24
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FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH

10129
VACATION TIME SPECIAL
Hard Starting? Missing? Stalling?

Milex Electronic Engine
Tune-up

From 5,000 thru 29,000

closed Sunday

21,000 BTU; 24,000 BTU
Only 26 1/2" wide to fit In standard window

FRED MONTESI

Vi lb. jar

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

PEANUT BUTTER 930

MEtdPHI

OSCAR MAYER

Luncheon Meat

9
14

12

4 I mit

E•Z. SERVE

25*

46 or,

Paper Plates

04A BROWN

"
'8

BLUE PLATE

co 380
4 limf.t

SHOWBOAT

Hut-1T

Tomato SAUCE

29*

Bar-B-11 Sauce
4 varieti•s
2 total limit

10-14 lb. clYil•

Green Beans 16„ 23*

DELmONTE

3501f1t..

LUCKYLEAF

REYNOLDS

_127

20 0L

Buns

25*

Jumbo Roll

Rtl,

330

pkg., of 8

Cake Mixes

2-250

USUALLY $34.50

AMANA 5-YEAR WARRANTY

HOW

Amens warrants for 5 years from date
of original purchase in U S free
replacement or repair, including related
labor, of parts found defector, as to
workmanship or material under normal
use, and returned through Aniane's
dealer-distributor organization
Owner is responsible for local cartage,
repairmen's travel expense ii required,
replacement of gaskets, litters rubber
or plastic parts, and installation kit
material Owner is also responsible for
normal maintenance service (cleaning
of Cogs, water drains, motor lubrication), and normal deterioration of appearance items due to wear or exposure 'Any product subiected to
accident, misuse, negligence, abuse,
defacement of serial plate or alteration
shall void the warranty
In Canada. the warranty applies as
above except that it does not cover
tves, dutits, assessments levied at
time of part export.

AMANA 5-YEAR
WARRANTY.
A Complete line of Amami Refrigerators,
Freezers, Central Air-Conditioning & Heating
OPEN

tAONDAYS & THURSDAY NITES

6 cyl• cars
complete
(8 cyl. cars
$29.95)

Priddy & Burgess
Appliance Co.

19410

INCLUDES
'7.95mILEX 40-STEP
fay.
ELECTRONIC ENGINE ANALYSIS

1

DRIVE-IN
FOR WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICE

2408 Summer Avenue
RMIIIM111811111111

324-3844
HOURS: Mar -Sat 7-6; Thurs. 7.9
WE SERVICE AIR CONDITIONERS

white lemon y•I,
devIlsfood

RAINBOW

center cut lb.

Hamburger Sices

160. 290

first cut lb.

Save More At Lucky. .
Everyday Low Prices. . .
Plus the Favorite Gift Stamp
QUALITY STAMPS

Shop At
Your Friendly
Lucky Foods
there's One Near

FRED MONTESI

SCOTT TISSUE
4

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
•xcluding value of coupon meirchandise(fr•sh
milk products and tobacco Girl excluded In
compliance with state law). 'upon expires
Anti-Frees purJuly 9
noon, Wed..
.
chase not Included in coupon redempti on
ONE' COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK

Single Rolls 11111
1 000 Sheets

BONELESS

Fred Montesi Country Style*

Chuck Roast :h.85$

PORK

Sausage

2 119 Roe 93*

FRESH GROUND

Ham SHces

Hamburger
4 11. pkg. Of MOM

INCLUDES:
• NEW CONTACT POINTS
• NEW CONDENSER
• NEW CHAMPION
SPARK PLUGS
- AND AN ALL
30 POINT
LABOR TUNE UP
- GUARANTEED

OFFER GOOD MON. THRU SAT. ONLY

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL!
6 FULLY EQUIPPED SERVICE TRUCKS.

4EMPHIS

3-380

Salt Meat
430
33cp Dill Pickle
890

100ct.-Box

TEA BAGS

5 full years.

1883 Lamar Av•. Phone 275-1101

1854 tau
mmerweir

TENDER LEAF

ANOTHER EXCLUSIVE:

The big difference is that
it covers Parts & Labor for

3 total limit
DUNCAN HINES

16oz.,

COMSTOCK_

250

Het Dog or Hamburger

21imit

Sliced Beets

Catsup

Gatorade

Aluminum Foil: 2limit 190
Towels

3 'mot

3 total limit

X25'

BOUNTY

250

16 oz.,

324

25 ox.,

9

HEINZ

Hen
Turkeys

irer or-

-french style

APPLE SAUCE

8or

U.S. D.A. Grade "A"

Pork Si Beaks 290,...
GREFN GIANT

• In window or thru-the
wall installation.

Apple Jelly

59*

Mayonnaise

• Woodgrain baffle front
for quietest operation.
•

9 inch

white 100 co.

• Exhaust & Fresh air
control.

3C,4 POELAR i;•; NIENDENnALL
MIDTOWN-100 MADISON

orang• oe-grapefruit

• Automatic Thermostat
turns cooling on & off as
you need it

SOUTH—I/Li. E. SHE.Li ORIVF

IA • - C

Drink

LAR,FST FOOD STORES

590

coyote, co

pfbc lb.

•

fee frying

p•T.lb. 99$

Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated

No. 1 - 3471 Poplar at Highland
No. 2 1.171 Florida at Parkway
No. 3 - 4804 Navy Road.
No. 4 - 549 South Parkway East
No. 6 -661 Chelsea
No 7 - 452 East Shelby Drive
No. 8 - 4280 Macon Road
No, 9 - 2219 Florida
No. 10 - 1478 National
1506 East Broadway
(West Memphis)
No. 12 -3152 Johnson
No. 14 - 4701 Highway 51 So.
No. 15- 2481 Dwight Rood
He,. 17 - 4571 Quince
No. 26- 5201 Highway 61 So.
Na. 27 - 1693 Lauderdale
No. 11 •

No.4 -

2458 Ch•lzoo

Avenue

1"
I
AT THE FRESHMAN TEA impress the dean of women with genteel good taste.
Choose a deep-toned, long sleeved dress with lots of collar interest. left: a deep
torso dress with pleated skirt and scroll-embroidery trimmed collar. In brown, green,
berry or navy in junior petite sizes 3-11. Right: princess dress Is deeply cuffed and
has as amusing dog-ear collar. Is between, purple, berry or navy in junior sizes :I-11
(All illustrated sOtes available in Sears Junior Bazaar departments after July Ze.)

ilt

•
•
•
Besides a live show that set forth the fashion philosophy of Sears Junior fta t
- sar
Department, there was also a preview of a special "new wave" film that will be presented in more than 400 major cities this year to convey this same philosophy to
today's celluloid oriented Youth

"In many cases it is only the collar and sleeves that show, and so it is
quite natural," Miss I3own believes, "that interest and detailing should center in these
two
areas. The look is toward the romantic. with full, sometimes cuffed sleeves, and flattering 'Byron-ic' collars."

Since sleeveless sweaters, vests and jumpers are so important, the shirt becomes
the common demonimator of the campus wardrobe, according to Jane Bown, director of Sears Fashion Board, who presented the giant retailer's message to the fashion press in New York City's famous Persian Room of The Plaza
Hotel.

What are these basics' They include skirts (newly swingy and pleated this year),
vests (long and lean), sweaters (sleeveless and ditto), jumpers (pared-down and
tricky). pants (cuffed and straight), and shirts . . . well, that's another tale.

•
•
•
Girls may buy more pants than ever, since even high schools are breaking
down
restrictions in this regard. They will also add one or two pants dresses to their wardrobes, but by-and-large the basics will be in full evidence.

This is so even though dress codes are being relaxed in schools
and colleges all
ever the countr, yso believes Sears Fashion Board, whose
crystal-ball reading is usually correct.

NEW YORK - The fashionable coed rclurning to school in the fall will
more than
likely buy the '69 elements which have been basic to her classic
school wardrobe
her mother was a coed.

Woman's Editor

By THERESA FAMBRO HOOKS

'f(A1 ANYWHERE" dress wi h
of sepatates. First
to the Saturday football game with the bright vest and
tricolor bowed scarf, then, without even having to retorts
home, shed the shaped vest and appear in a high-waisted
while and navy dress for dinner. Turn the scarf into a
head hand for added change-of pace. In red, or gold with
navy and white. Available in junior sizes 513.

A WEEKEND DATE will be great in this knowledgeable
cape-coat. The snap-on-snap-off cape makes it like owning
Iwo coats on one. Available in smart Gold, cream sad
brown glen in junior petite sizes 5-13.

Back To School For Fall Fashionables

_
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AND GUEST . . . Congresswassail Shirley Chisholm pose for the pho-

co.ErrEs

LEADER ... AND HEP!!!!

tographei at the Co-Ette Graduation Dinner
Friday June 27, in the Continental B a I I-

SHIRLEY CHILSOM, POLITICIAN INTELLETUAL CIVIL RIGHTS
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gresswornan Shirley aiisholes dances at
the Co-Et/4 Graduation Dance to the glee

CO-E'ITE GRADUATES AND SPEAKER—
Congresswoman Shirley Anita Chisholm
after the dimmer. Left to right: Gwen Wil-

CO-Erne SPEAKER AND HONOREES —
i'oneresswoman Shirley Chisholm, speaker
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of the Houton Co-Ettes Barbara Adam s,
Phyllis 1111olow, Shelia Lombard and Rhonda Haat.

ilAMSOB Debbie Northcross, Barbara Westbrooks, Beverly Steinberg and Melba Sar
.
tor.
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TEACHERS'

(9) .2 3

We. Levester Jcinee„
Educator and a maimbier of th• faculty of Hamilton
High School has ioinsd th• Pioneer American Insurance
Company as a Consultant in th• Tax Sh•ltered Annuity
Program for School Teachers, Mr. Jones is well quo I;fled for this position and would oppreciot• the opportunity of discussing this program with you. H. may be
roach•d by calling 942-0488 or 452-7434.
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BLOOMINGTON, I n d. — sary to effectively do someBlack residents of Gary, Ind.. thing about the cities."
Findings of the Gary study,
trust their black mayor, Rich
ard G. Hatcher, and as a re- which is still in the process
sult there is less probability of of being evaluated, reveals
the
among
attitudes
violence in that urban commun- these
ity, according to an Indiana 800 black and white Gary citizens:
University study.
A preliminary report, based
—Ninety-two per cent of the
on studies of interviews with
blacks and 48 per cent of the
800 adult citizens of Gary, was
believe
i n terviewed
described of interviews with whites
Gary's Negro mayor. Richard
800 adult citizens of Gary, was
is "trying as hard
described here Friday night Hatcher,
can."
(June 6) by Dr. Sheldon Stry- as he
—Ninety-six per cent of the
ker, chairman of the I.U. Socioblacks and 40 per cent of the
logy Department. He spoke
said they believe Mayor
at the annual I. U. Alumni whites
has been fair to both
Institute—part of the Univer- Hatcher
Commencement whites and blacks.
140th
sity's
—About two-thirds of the
progra in
of the
and one-half
With the increase in black whites
blacks disagreed with the statetrust comes an apparent in"People who are electcrease in distrust and disaf- ment:
serve as city officials
fection of the white segment in ed to
can be trusted."
Gary, Dr. Stryker said. He
—Eleven per cent of the
pointed out, however, that
and 1.7 per cent of
whites' mistrust of black of- blacks
indicated approval of
ficials in Gary may be only a whites
violence -if necessary" in ortemporary situation.
to gain their
Whether it's temporary or der for Negroes
not, Dr. Stryker feels that rights.
—Sevents -six per cent of the
gaining the trust of the blacks
and 93 per cent of the
of the city, even at the cost blacks
favor staying
of losing some of the trus! of whites would
from a Gary disturbance
the white segment, is worth away
such as that experienced in
while.
"There is no doubt in my Detroit.
—On Gary schools, whites
mind that the gains for outrun
the price," Dr. Stryker said. and blacks were about equal"We would all do well tJ in- ly dissatisfied. Fifty-six per
sure that black officials are cent of the blacks and 45 per
successful. The cost of their cent of the whites were unfailure is apt to be enormous." happy with Gary's neighborIn his opening remarks, Dr. hood police protection, and disStryker pointed out that the satisfaction with garbage colurban environment is aliena- lection ranged from 40 per cent
tive for both whites and blacks. for whites to 47 per cent for
The problems of the city, he blacks.
said, are of considerable mag—On the best way for Nenitude. He gave some exam- groes to try and gain their
ples:
rights, 38 per cent of the black
—The departure of industry, respondents listed law and
with its tax base, from the persuasion and 49 per cent
said non-violent protest. Eleven
cities
—The aloofness of unsym- per cent would be ready to
use violence "if necessary."
pathetic state governments.
In a recent talk, Dr. Michael
blight
urban
—Increasing
and the strangling develop- Schwartz, also of the I. U. Sociology Department, said toments of traffic ribbons.
—The increasingly serious day's urban crisis has grown
problems of air and water pol- out of an anti-urban mythology. He warned that continued
lution.
"These problems all seem neglect could make the city
to suggest that governing of obsolete.
"The city is threatened by a
cities will remain impossible
for the forseeable future,' Dr. homegeneity of poverty and
Stryker said. "It seems that race, and the suburbs are
we are not prepared to take equally threatened by a homothe kind of steps—to pour in geneity of affluence, and life
the kinds of resources—neces- styles," Dr. Schwartz said.

Gary Citizens Place
High Trust In Mayor

,s. o
3 T, a a .c ,4
(i)
as 3 .5.
) .., CD' F.; 3 3 7'. .9.

James M. Lawson, Jr., and the it e v. H.
Ralph Jackson, who received citations for
outstanding contributions to the community and provides exemplary images for ysuqi.
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High Court Ruling Protects Voter,

Triumph of Liberalism
For Warren, this was his final triumph for the cause of
liberalism. He had acted not
our of petty revenge, but from
a sincere conviction that has
characterized on the bench, the
purity of law n s exemplified
in the motto over the entrance
to the imposing marble house,
"Equal Justice Under Law."
Neither the flamboyant personality of Adam Clayton Powell nor the charges of misconduct, malfeasance or misappropriation of funds were the

Reverses New Chief Justice Burger

subsequently had been requir- the opinion for the majority,
ed to surrender his seat, the "It is the responsibility of the
House's action would have con- Court to act as the ultimate
stituted an expulsion" Since interpreter of the Constitution.
we conclude that Powell was We have jurisdicion over the
excluded from the 90th Con- subject matter of this controgress, we express no view on versy. The case is justiciable."
what limitations may exist on
The supreme irony of the
Congress' power to expel or
otherwise punish a member Warren decision is that it uponce he has been seated."
set the previous ruling of the
man who is to succeed him as
Chief Justice, Judge Warren
Burger of the Appellate Court
who had sided with the House
in rendering his opinion.
The lethal blow to the case
for the House of Representatives was contained in the
words of Warren who wrote

At R. J. Reynolds
things are on
the move

But they're on the move everyplace else, toe.
why shout about it? At R J Reynolds we've long roc
ognized our obligations to the black community and
vise've been doing something about it. Something new
and different.
Our trainees get more than just a job offer We
offer them a career with a bright and rewarding
future. And we back up our offer with the best training we can provide.
Our program has given so many career-minded
black people the opportunity to reach for a better its
that we can't help but be proud.
That's why we say -things are on the move" hors.
But we don't have to shout about R.

issues in the case. The overwhelming majority of the
American public is aware that
if the canons of virtue and ethics were applied as a test for
every member of Congress,
be
w,eild
b ou se
neither
able to muster a Quorum!
What was at stake was the
simple 1.4 LiesLlon of whether
Adam Powell met the constitutional requirements for election to Alice. He did. Next,
was the matter of whether the
will of the people who made
up his constitutency should prevail over the whims of the
House of Representatives in
depriving them of representatives in depriving them of representation
members
Seven
of the Supreme Court agreed
that the people bad the priority.

Why Adam Clayton Powell Won Case
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON—Adam Clayton Powell's greatest contribu
tion to history may well be the
decision resulting from this legal battle challenging the right
of the House of Representatives
to exclude him from the 90th
Congress.
This was the first test case
involving the traditional separation of powers as defined by
the U.S. Constitution. T h e
House was basing its defense
in the Powell suit on protocol—
in which the three branches,
executive, legislative and judicial have in the past respected
the autonomy of each other.
Since both the rederat District and the Appellate courts
had upheld the House's right
to "exclude" Powell, it was expected that the High Court
would follow suit. But that was
before the fall of Fortes and
the political ramifications that
put the Supreme Court itself
on trial before public opinion
as an institution above reproach.
Chief Justice Earl Warren
and his liberal colleagues on
the bench smarted with resentment over the tactics used to
bring down Abe Fortas and
cause discredit to the august
body of nine men.
Checked Constitution
Warren dipped deep into the
Constitution in reviewing the
Powell case. Much of the argument before the court revolved around the interpretation of
and
"exclude"
words
the
"expel." A footnote to the opinion stated:
"Powell was 'excluded' from
the 90th Congress, i.e., he was
not administered the oath of
office and was prevented from
taking his seat. If he had been
allowed to take the oath and

MT New
Library
Setup
GREENSBORO, N.0 —A&T
State University was granted
access to the IN-WATS information service of the North
Carolina State University Library.
The new arrangement will
allow A&T direct around the
clock access to the State library via Inward Wide Area
Telephone Service (IN-WATS).
An automatic answering and
recording device will accept
calls when the North Carolina
State University is closed.
"This new service should be
of tremendous value to us,"
said B.C. Crews, Jr., acting
librarian at Ada. "There is a
note of urgency in every informational request."
The principle use A&T will
make of IN-WATS Information
Service will be to identify locations of materials prior to
requesting them through interlibrary loan.
The State library will relay
such locations requests by teletype to the Inter-library Center Union Catalog at the University of North Carol i n a,
Chapel Hill and will call location information received back
to A&T.
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No Expansion
Soon-Says Kuhn

/Sports Horizon

NEW YORK — Two former ancestry. As it turned out the
Olympic champions fought reOiat was not so lucky and the
cently in Madison Square Gar- pinktrunks helped to camouden, one being George Fore-Iflage the welts created by
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Base- over last year's pitcher-domiin an. The 1968 Mexico City win- Frazier's
unrelentless
body ball commissioner Bowie Kuhn
nated season and the emergence
ner who gained additional;attack. And after the fight,
said Tuesday that despite con- of some clubs which didn't
plaudits for patriotism, waving with his nose flattened and his
tinuing efforts by outside cities fare well a year ago also have
his little American flag while eye cut and closed, Quarry
he forsees no major league ex- contributed to the growing atsome other black athletes wore:looked like an Irishman who pansion within
the next 10 tendance.
black gloves on raised right walked into a stool in a bar. years.
"We are very concerned
fists. Foreman's third round
knockout victory over Donald He was Irish to the end, "I feel sure we will have ex- about who our players are seen
pansion at the minor league with. Gambling is on the inWaldhelm in his first pro outing which came when a doctor
and college level," said Kuhn crease and it does pose a probwas not too impressive partly decided after the seventh, he
who is making a tour of all the lem. We are constantly warnbecause the matchmakers ap- had enough of Frazier. "I
major league cities. "But ing the players about his."
peared set on making the Olym- asked him for one more round," don't look for
any more major Kuhn also admitted the "pospian's debut a success. Fore- Quarry said. "Either I would league expansion within the
sibility" of another player
man, at 219 for the scheduled put it altogether, or go out next decade."
strike next spring since the curlike
a
man—on
my
back."
six rounder, outweighed Waldrent
three-year player-manageHowever,
Kuhn
said
not
to
Quarry
was on a mission to
helm by 30 pounds and the isrule out the possibility of ment contract runs out Dec. 31.
prove
that
he
didn't
mind
mixsue was never in doubt. Howsome of the present "The issue last spring was
ever, the main attraction was ing it, so he wanted to fight
franchises moving during this over the pension program, a
Joe Frazier, a gold medal win- the camp from Philadelphia
period "although I don't believe separate contract," said Kuhn.
toe-to-toe
and
punch-for-punch
ner in the 1964 Games in
shifting except for very good "Negotiations this winter will
in
and
strength
versus strength.
Tokyo.
involve all the other asreasons."
By now all the second guessers
Frazier successfully defend- knew this was a bad decision. Kuhn, then attorney for the pects of player-management
relations—including
the
reed his share of the heavyweight,A lackluster fight with World National League, played a key
serve clause."
Braves'
move
here
role
in
the
title by defeating challenger Boxing Association champion
Kuhn asked that he not be
Jerry Quarry in a seventh Jimmy Ellis is probably re- from Milwaukee.
questioned specifically about
round technical knockout. The!sponsible for Quarry changing Gazing into the decade ahead,
the forthcoming contract neBellflower, California fighter's.from his usual counterpunching, Kuhn predicted the majors gotiations.
face looked as if it had been' style.
might switch from their present •
run through a sausage grinder! "I've had too many corn- two leagues with two divisions "My position now is differwhen a New York Athletic As-Plaints in the past about my format to three eight-team ent than when I was an atsociation doctor huddled with fighting," Quarry uttered to leagues. He also predicted torney for the National League,'
referee Art Mercante at the the crowded gathering of writ- an attendance surge.
he said. "I don't want to get
conclusion of the seventh round ers with Fazier sitting un- But he was quick to add that into that subject or comment
and gave instructions to halt marked nearby. "The first man the sharp increase in hitting on it at this point."
what could have been a sense- who comes to me and says I
less slaughter. Only a check didn't tonight, I got enough
for over $200,000, representing left in me for him. I'm not
Quarry's guarantee and closed ashamed. I wanted to fight like
circuit TV cut will make his a man. I was doing alright
wounds carry less pain. Frazier until I got cut."
who spent most of the fight Ellis and Frazier nearly
right up on Quarry despite los- came to blows at ringside afing the first round on all three ter the fight. Frazier said he!
of the official cards should get told the WBA title holder that
close to a half million dollar he was no champ. Ellis fired
paycheck. The crowd at the back with, "I'm going to shut
Garden, scaled down from your mouth." Ellis was at ring$100 ticket holders to $10 ones, side for an interview with
numbered 16,570 with the turn- ABC's
Howie
Cosell. The PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — boys we have to build this
stiles clicking to a tune of Frazier camp is interested in a Manager Bob Skinner of the team around. I am concentrat$502,518.
,fight with
Muhammad All Philadelphia Phillies can be ex- ing on them."
Quarry disagreed with the (Cassius Clay) when and if he cused if he's not too concern- If Allen should re-appear,
decision to stop the fight, and, gets himself all squared away ed over the disappearance Skinner said, the two of them
so did some of the blood thirsty with the government. "If they of Richie Allen.
will get together for a little
fans. However, most of them turn Cassias aloose we want
chat.
infieldWithout their slugging
were too far away to get a close' him," explained trainer Yank
er, the Phillies have streaked "We'll have to sit down and
up of the Californian's batter-'Durham. "We will rest for six
to seven straight victories and have two or three talks sesed face. The beaten fighter's months."
suddenly are challenging for sions," Skinner said. "He'll
mother told members of the Angelo Dundee, manager of
the first division in the Nation- have to agree to abide by the
press who had gathered in the Ellis, said his fighter is ready
rules for all the players—no
al League's East.
dressing room area to interview to take on Frazier and it wasn't
coming in late to the club
the weary gladiators that, his fault that recent efforts to The Phils picked up No. 7 house, no missing planes. .
"Jerry's eyes are more impor- get the two crown bearers to- Monday night with a 4-2 vicSkinner also said there was
tant than winning any fight." gether failed. Commenting on tory over the Pirates and no chance the $1,000 fine on
tie with
Mrs. Awanda Quarry, mother the unexpected strategy of jumped into a virtual
Allen would be withdrawn.
of eight, including 19-year otd Quarry the smooth talking Dun- St. Louis for fourth place. Allen, who was batting .318
Mike who won a six round, dee said, -Quarry should have Skinner said he didn't know with 19 homers and 45 runs
prelim earlier in the night,Jought to trap Frazier. Quarry is where Allen or his business batted in, has missed nine
personally congratulated Fra- l a good counterpuncher but he agent, Clem Capazolla, were, games since early last Tueszier.
never got a chance to score and said he had not heard from day when he failed to show
Quarry came into the ring with any clean shots. He didn't either.
up for a doubleheader at New
wearing his lucky blue hat, need to prove that he was a "I have 24 other players York. The Phillies lost those
pink trunks and a green robe l puncher, he proved that against ,to think about," he said. "Ten two games but have won all
of them are youngsters, the seven since.
to give credence to his Irish Mathis."

MISSING SINCE 17th

Allen Still Out,
Phils Challenge

gMliffEr111M111.
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lashetVPrites
Plus Top VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!

Witin

WIN! WIN!

To Be Given Away At
KROGER-SOUTHGATE
PLUS 150,000 TOP VALUE STAMPS

25O

A lucky customer each week will win a $10.00 Merchandise Certificate and her church will re•
ceive a $15.00 check

Another 10 Lucky Shoppers will receive 4.500 Top Value Stamps ond

their churches each will receive 10,500 Top Value Stomps. Register for yourself and your church
every time you visit Kroger,
smmemmostmameneronneININIIIIRRIN1

Hamburger

Mother's Best

590 Flour
Sliced Bacon Ib.65C Shortening
Catfish Steaks
Big K Drinks
d lb. or more lb.

'b

bog

Snowflake

Country Style

b car

4 to 516

1901 SO.

‘ito ST.. .Acres'Of f1144 PAIRING.

OPEN EVERY NIGHT

CE

R

buck

KROGER
CAINIE
SUGAR

16 oz.
bottle

490
100

5 lb bag

with coupon otter

ec8astlifilit I TiTilibTeTilier

THURSDAY JULY8
1:PI to 1:P1

HOT Inc
i DOGS lu
a

WITH FREE DELICIOUS

Di:Pepper
$HP AT ALL SIIITIOATE STIMES
FOR RIO SAVINGS THIS WEEKEND!
lialMMRManIUMIANIAMILAIMMIMSWIIIMIIIManaial.a=""aag=a1MMOIMPWMPUNIMMMUIMIMIIM

Kroger Sugar

CHINA OFFER
ON SAUCER

39
LARGE RIPE
WATERMELON
22 lb a v g

9 tea.

.5 lb. bag lc

with this coupon and $5 additional
purchase„ •xcluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk products. limit
one.
Expires July 8

igrAintIP inin./WFVP kriler

r

BONUS COUPON
3

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
with one 20-oz. jar
Kroger Ice Cream Topping
with one 7-oz. jar
Goldcrest Marshmallow Creme
with two pkgs.
Kroger,pkgd. Nuts.

50
50
50
50
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25

Exp
7/8

EJ

with six pkgs. Zany Zoo
with two pkgs. O.F. Hoop or
Mild Daisy Cheese
with four Westinghouse
Light Bulbs
with two Royal Viking
Danish Pastries
with two pkgs.
Fryer Breast, Legs. or Thighs
• with 3-lbs. or more
Ground Chuck
with 3-lbs. or larger
Boneless Tenderay knest
with two pkgs. Breakfast or
Center Cut Pork Chops
with three pkgs.
Center Slices Ham
with $2 00 or more
Seafood purchases
with two pkgs
1113Q Spiced Meats

0 NI
0
5-0
tjI

Cr)

with one doz. lemons
with two heads lettuce
with 34c or more Bananas
with 5-114 potatoes
with 1-Ihs onions

El'

w•

14

SATURDAY, JULY 5, 1969

DEFENDER

Local GI Is Air Force Grad
till

'• I

CLASSIFIED AD SECTION

•
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\COMMERCIAL PROPERTY POR RENT
1133 North Hollywood $75.00 per month
JACK H. DLUGHCH
Night 663-1909
Phone. 386-7800

VERRA

• .om

You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At

Only 2 Left

this short quiet street. One block
to Roselle School. A central location,
convenient to al secton of the city.
1574 and 1578 Fleetwood
AND
Each is 3 bedroom, bath, ''Dream"
APPLIANCE
CO leache
s
rooms In the Pink of
zat lee _yea condition.large
..9ettveas tar
You must se* to appreciate.
• VALIANT
FHA appraised. $300 down and closing,
•
ROAD RUNNER
only
shown
by
appointment.
$19.43
Buy a Console Stereo at
Call: Roy Costner
685-5353 BAN ANTONIO — Airman Ar• PLYMOUTH
PayDown
Duff
Co.
Gaither
No
with
A month
tie T. Fitzgerald Jr., son of
Realtors
• CHRYSLER
ment, and get a 12" Portable 2277 Union
276-1701 Mr. and Mrs. Artie T. Fitz• IMPERIAL
1925 UNION •275-1143
left.
4
Just
Free.
TV
gerald Sr., 2178 Piedmont,
Semmes - Spottswood
$19.43
Memphis, has completed basic
Bib' a Console Stereo at
down,
training at Lackland AFB,
money
no
Buntyn
a month with
Tex. He has been assigned to
and get a free watch.
Good
SSChtloitt.
Buslines.
Churches.
_
Chanute AFB, Dl., for trainShopping
649-655 Goodwyn St.
Upright Combination Color TV Both houses
MECHANICS WANTED
3 big bedrooms, bath ing as a fabric-leather, rubber
-and Stereo for only $28.19 per separate dining room. PHA appraised. repair specialist. Airman FitzGAS & DIESEL
$300
down
plus
closing.
all
Get
details. gerald is a graduate of Manasmonth.
Call Roy Cortner
683-5353,
Permanent Position, Group Life to_ri Hispital Benefits, 14.1d
School.
276-1701 sas High
Gaither C°
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me'36" Range with Grill for $10.45 DurtRealtors
2727 Union
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
per month with one year free
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
service.

STARLITE REVUE JULY

ISHER

sr. 900 951

Joe Tex
Joe Simon
Little Milton
Ann Peebles
Art Jerry Miller
Big Lucky
Bowlegs Miller
Rufus Thomas

Bethel Grove Area
WHIRLPOOL AIR CONDITIONERS
low as $98.88 with one year
For
tree service.
Dryers. No money down
Washers
as low as $8.55 monthly
Curtis-Mathes Color TV with instant
entertainment. 8 year Picture Tube
Was ranty,

JOE SIMON

Debra Electronics
3233

yiDIA SOUL POWER RADIO 1070

TV
COLOR
ZENITH
No Money Down 36 Mo to Pay
Debra Electronic, 3233 Winchester
396-7592. We Trade. We Service what
. we sell. We give the best deals at
Debra Electronics.
23" Color TV Pot Only $38888

3233 Winchester Rd.
396-7595
MANAGER-TRAINEE
Manager Trainee for Retail Apparel
Stores. Must have some retail experience or college education. Age 22-30.
State entire background in first letter.
Interview later
Reply to:
Box 311
Memphis, Tenn. 38101

MACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC. /14

CAN YOU USE

e Moore
Macki•\

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

Painting

Offers real values to buyers who
want
the best

2526 Kimball Ave.
A 2 bedroom separate
dining room
',step saver'
kitchen, douole garage
New roof freshly painted,
immaculate
Inside. FHA-$250 down
plus clostn8.
Call: Roy Cortner
Duff Gaither Co..
2277 Union

685-5353
276-1701

Realtors
rs

Winchester Rd.

Debra Electronics

Fender Body Work

go, has graduated from a U.S.
WICHITA FALLS, Tex.
Airman Stephen P. Stribling, Air Force Technical school at
son of Mrs. Dorothy Murchison of 4419 S. Calumet, Chica- Sheppard AFB, Tex.

BUY U.S.
SAVINGS
BONDS
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:

OM)

;,7

148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 351 - 3134
PHONE 526- 7154

PRII&I(NYIAt

4fk 1.0000110a

THAN'S
LOAN

BLACK
SLICK
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

wl
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176 Alt 178 SEAL STREET IA 6.5300

I CAR WASH $125
1 - MINUTE 'AUTOMATIC

Sat nt Son il 25
•Boer 8 A M tr 6 P ki
Sun. Open 6 AM to 2 10 hi.

Monday

I

Lease trucks from

thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

CARL CARSON!

3100 Summer at Baltic

PH. FA 7-6033.

'I,

s

MEMPHIS' FINEST SHOE CENTER
With the lowest prices and
greatest savings in the South:

do your electrical wiring properly
install your air conditioners . . sell you
the proper air conditioner you need —
and combine all on one easv-to-pay
monthly contract.

OU

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

Save a bundle!

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

mi
of

FFICE

8 A.M.-6 P.M.

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

tv

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • OTOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MOVING?

CALL US BEFORE YOU ARS
E.48 A RRASSED

CALL

CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

OLDER THAN MI ARE

TERMITES-ROACHEi
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded

O.Z. EVERS

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

HAIR
GRAY
MAKES YOU LOOK

as

1
1
Ir
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fog
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46-y
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special! 9,500 BTU
Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.

ran,
mat
che!
aim
hen
ten

Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan Speeds ... HI COOL
tor warm days, LO COOL for evening and night
ccrnfort. You con instoll it yourself its so compact. Built-in overload protector on compressor. Re.
moves 2.4 pints of moisture per hour.

this
tow

SI

tric

wet
seri
Mrf
war
Lut
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ma:

1976 PAIRS

OF WORLD FAMOUS
Model APM-095-3

Whirlpool

16,500 BTU

Whirlpool

I

18,000 BTU

1

FOR EXTRA FAST
COOL DOWN
ONLY!

2391

219

for large scale
cooling
only!

Model ARS-165-3
Adjustable thermostat -- just set and forget! "Dry Steel" construction only from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silencing chamber absorbs excessive noise. 2.way air direction reflectors to direct oir where you wont it.

Model AIL-11314

New SUPER COOL control, gets rid of heat build-up in a house
that's been closed up all day. Comfort Guard control with adjustoble thermostat. Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direction allows you to direct cool air up, down, to either side

I

CEAPPLIANCE Co.
I. GATLIN JR

L. I. OATLIN
Bar
"..."`"

110111
OPP.
a.w.
(TUT MONTI
NA 4

'

R. 0. MUM

RCA MID-SOUTh HEADQUARTERS FOR OVER 22 YEARS
LAMAR
WHITEHAVEN
I FRAYSER
EAST I
3411 Sommer
Pb... 124-4406

423$ Nees SI Se.
Pb... 316-0115

)

, SI
'
Sloomes I Kw

Phone 138-4585

2374 Wow
Photo. 7434370

you buy the first pair at our low,low price..

The second Pair of
Shoes or Bag

All Sales Final!
Sorry. No Lay-aways
during this sale ...

Phone For
Quick
Delivery,
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-edek 1622 Union
WE HONOR BANK-AMERICARD AND MASTER CHARGE
Open Daily' Til 6 P.M.— Thursday

ssir
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for
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and
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A
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At Only

( MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU )
ANIN.

DESIGNERS
LADIES SHOES
and BAGS

8:30 P.M. 272-9991
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